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Abstract
It has been shown that by applying a specially designed oscillating external electric field
to a cell membrane that the membrane's sodium/potassium pumps can be synchronized to all
work at the same rate. Then by slowly increasing the electric field's frequency the pumps'
turnover rate can also be increased. By increasing the pumps' turnover rate, the sodium and
potassium concentration gradients can be increased, this type of stimulation is called
synchronization-modulation. There are three generations of the synchronization-modulation
waveform each with different utilities. In particular, the third generation of synchronizationmodulation has the ability to use the energy of the external electric field to recycle ADP into ATP.
Skeletal muscle cells that have become fatigued have depolarized membrane potentials.
By applying synchronization-modulation for a long enough time to fatigued muscle cells the
membrane potential can be fully recovered. Additionally, fatigued muscles have a reduced ability
to produce a contractile force, and by applying synchronization-modulation to fatigued muscles
in bullfrogs the time it takes to recover the force generating capacity is significantly reduced.
The surface electromyograph of the forearm was recorded and analyzed to discover that
application of synchronization-modulation will reduce signs of fatigue. Applying
synchronization-modulation to the forearm in humans will significantly reduce the recovery time
of the compound action potential and the maximum voluntary contraction. Furthermore,
synchronization-modulation applied to exercising muscles in human participants was able to
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delay the onset of fatigue in the forearm and bicep while performing static isolation contractions,
and it was able to delay the onset of fatigue in biceps perform bicep curls.

ix

Chapter 1: Synchronization-Modulation of the Na/K Pumps
The cell membrane helps to contain the internal ions and other contents from the
surrounding environment. Naturally, for animal cells, the internal concentration of potassium is
significantly higher than the potassium concentration in the extracellular solution, and the
opposite is true for sodium. A higher extracellular concentration of sodium is likely a
consequence of life's evolution on the planet, where life originally evolved out of the ocean,
which has a relatively high concentration of sodium. The cell membrane is semipermeable to
some small ions, which means that these ions only have an acute ability to transport through the
membrane. The concentration gradient of each ion gives rise to the generation of an ion specific
potential difference, which can be computed using the Nernst equation. The equilibrium potential
of the cell is the weighted average of the ion potentials, where the weights are the corresponding
ion’s conductance. For skeletal muscle cells this is around -90 mV, and for stage V/VI Xenopus
oocytes this is about -40 mV; where the extracellular space is taken to be at 0 V.

1.1: Energy analysis for sodium transport
The sodium/potassium pump consumes energy from the hydrolysis of ATP (adenosine
triphosphate) into ADP (adenosine diphosphate) and Pi (inorganic phosphate), and sequentially
does work to pump three sodium ions out of the cell, and then bring two potassium ions into the
cell. The work that any enzyme must do to move an ion through a potential difference is equal to
the ion(s) charge multiplied by the electrochemical potential difference that the ion undergoes.
Sodium ions within the cell are transported against the Nernst potential for sodium, 𝑉Na, which
1

for skeletal muscles is usually +60 mV. Additionally, the sodium ions are transported against the
resting membrane potential; thus, the total potential difference that sodium will be transported
against is 𝑉Na − 𝑉𝑚 = 150 mV. There are three sodium ions, so the total work that must be done
is 450 meV for each pumping cycle.
𝑊Na = 3𝑒(𝑉Na − 𝑉𝑚 ) = 450 meV
The computation to find the work done needed to bring the two potassium ions into the
cell is similar. However, because the direction is opposite, the membrane potential difference
that potassium undergoes is 𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉K = 0 mV. Therefore, under normal conditions for the
skeletal muscle cells, there is nearly no energy needed to transport the potassium ions by the
pump.
𝑊K = −2𝑒(𝑉K − 𝑉𝑚 ) = 0 meV
The energy released by the hydrolysis of ATP is 550 meV [Weiss 1996; Domaszemicz
and Apell 1999], and the energy needed to transport three sodium, and two potassium ions are
normally 450 meV in skeletal muscle cells. This leaves about 100 meV energy left to do any
internal work of the pump, be released as heat, or somehow be stored for future work by the
pump.
For each pumping cycle the pump transports a net charge of +1e out of the cell, and
because of that it is described as being electrogenic. Pump current is traditionally measured by
applying a pulse to the cell, and then repeating the experiment with ouabain, a highly specific
inhibitor of the sodium/potassium pump. The difference in current between these stimulations is
the pump current, and an example is in Figure 1. In the left figure, a single skeletal myofibril is
clamped to -80 mV, and a pulse of ±50 mV is applied. In the middle figure the total current is
shown in black; ouabain is added and the total current is measured again and shown in red. The
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difference of these two currents is the pump current and is the blue curve in the rightmost figure.
Even though the sodium/potassium pump has both inward (potassium) and outward (sodium)
current, only the net outward (positive) current can be observed using this method of measuring
pump current.

Figure 1: Measurement of the unsynchronized pump current. Left: membrane potential. Middle: total current with
(red) or without (black) ouabain. Right: difference in current which is the pump current.

Synchronization is the process of training a cell’s sodium/potassium pumps to all pump
together by applying an external oscillating electric field. The first generation of synchronization
is a pure biphasic square wave. The half-cycles have the property that they energetically block or
promote the transport of either sodium or potassium [Chen et al., 2007]. In the energy analysis
above, the membrane potential is modified by adding 𝑉𝑝 (pulse amplitude potential) to the resting
membrane potential 𝑉𝑚 → 𝑉𝑚 + 𝑉𝑝 . The minimum pulse potential can then be found by finding
the value that will keep the energy needed to transport the sodium less than the amount available
from ATP hydrolysis.
𝑊Na = 3𝑒 (𝑉Na − (𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝑝 )) < 𝐸ATP
𝑉𝑝 > −30 mV
3

Thus, for a 50 mV pulse applied around the -90 mV resting membrane potential the pulse
will reduce the energy burden of the pump to transport three sodium ions to 300 meV from 450
meV. For a -50 mV pulse the energy cost to transport the three sodium ions is now 600 where
only 550 meV is available from the ATP hydrolysis. By alternatively applying positive and
negative pulses to a cell, all the cell's sodium/potassium pumps will be forced to only allow
sodium to transported during the positive half-cycles. Then if the alternating pulses have a
frequency that is comparable to the natural turnover rate of the sodium/potassium pump, the
pump will transport potassium during the negative half-cycles. This process of applying positive
and negative pulses to the cell membrane has the appearance of training the pumps to follow the
applied electric field, and the pumps can thus be described as synchronized.
Figure 2 contrasts the scenarios where the cell's pumps are unsynchronized vs. when they
are synchronized. Each pump will always extrude three sodium ions and then bring two
potassium ions into the cell. This pumping process has a net change of one charge extruded per
cycle. Because each cycle is composed of two half-cycles, there is an average of only half a
charge extruded per half-cycle. Once all of the cell's pumps have become synchronized, the total
charge extruded will be three outward going charges on the positive half-cycle and then two
inward going charges on the negative half-cycle.
Frequency modulation is the process of gradually increasing the frequency of the
synchronization waveform to also increase the turnover rate of the sodium/potassium pumps
[Chen and Dando, 2008]. Because the sodium/potassium pumps are entrapped by the
synchronization's electric field, as the field frequency changes the pumps turnover rate will
follow. Frequency modulation is done by increasing the frequency at 3 – 5% each modulation
step.

4

Figure 2: Unsynchronized vs. synchronized ensemble of pumps. N is the number of sodium/potassium pumps in the
cell's membrane, e is the unit of electric charge, and ‹∆q› is the average change in charge; positive values represent
charge that has left the cell. In the top image, the sodium/potassium pumps are unsynchronized, and so each pump is
working independently of the others. In the bottom image, all of the membrane's pumps are synchronized, and so all
pump sodium out or potassium in together.

1.2: Two-electrode voltage clamp
There are two types of equipment that we use to perform synchronization-modulation.
The first is the two-electrode voltage clamp (TEVC), which was used to measure the pump
current in Figure 1. In the TEVC, one electrode measures the membrane potential of a cell, and
then a second electrode injects enough current to modify the cell membrane to a specified
command value, VCMD. The type of TEVC used in this research is the Dagan TEVC 200
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(Minneapolis, MN), and its feedback controller is a P-type controller, which means that the
feedback current is linearly proportional to the error term
𝐼inj = 𝐾𝑝 (𝑉CMD − 𝑉𝑚 )
The injected current, 𝐼inj , passes out of the Channel 2 electrode, into the cell's cytoplasm, and
then to ground through the cell's membrane. Because the cell's membrane has resistance, any
current that passes through it will generate a voltage. Also, 𝐾𝑝 is the gain of the proportional
controller. An example of a single myofibril to be placed under the voltage clamp is in Figure 4.
The second type of equipment that can be used to perform synchronization-modulation is
a signal generator. The output leads of the signal generator are connected to a pair of parallel
conductors that are parallel to the cell's membrane, which contain the sodium/potassium pumps.
Because the extracellular bath and intracellular solutions are moderately conductive, most of the
voltage generated will drop across the nonconductive cell membrane.
The advantage of using the TEVC is that it does an excellent job at quickly changing the
cell's membrane potential, and it can bring the whole cell up to the same potential. The TEVC
can only be applied to a single cell and can be used to study the characteristics and dynamics of
electrically sensitive membrane proteins. The external signal generator can be used in medical
applications or non-invasive trials involving human subjects where the primary interest is in
studying the impact of synchronization-modulation of the sodium/potassium pumps on an entire
organ such as a skeletal muscle like the bicep, or the kidney.

6

Figure 3: Comparison between TEVC and application of an external signal generator. The image on the left shows
how the TEVC can be used to control the cell's membrane potential. The image on the right shows how an external
signal generator should be oriented to synchronize the cell's sodium/potassium pumps. The cell drawn is a Xenopus
oocyte, and it has been shown that most of the oocyte's sodium/potassium pumps are located on the animal pole
(dark hemisphere). As such, it would be most beneficial to orient the conductors and the cell in the way shown. It is
best to use Ag/AgCl coated conductors to minimize junction potentials, and the wire connecting the conductor to the
signal generator can be copper.

Figure 4: A photograph of a single bullfrog myofibril in a double Vaseline chamber. The Vaseline is needed to
make a mechanical and isolation barrier between the three sections. After the cover slips are added (not shown), the
middle section will be the part of the cell that is clamped. The two ends will serve as Channels 1 & 2.
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1.3: Template subtraction and the first generation synchronization
To change the membrane potential using a voltage clamp the clamp must inject enough
current to charge the membrane capacitance, and also inject enough current to compensate for
current leaking out of the seal or from the membrane due to damage it may have undergone.
These currents are significantly larger than the sodium/potassium pump current, and so these
linear currents must be subtracted during data analysis. A technique called template subtraction
is used to remove these currents from the data. Template subtraction involves applying a single
pulse before synchronization, and then during analysis duplicate it many times and subtract it
from current elicited from synchronization. The current in the template is almost exclusively
capacitance, 𝐼𝐶 , and leakage current, 𝐼𝐿 so that subtraction will leave all the nonlinear current.
Various channel blockers (tetrodotoxin, 3,4-diaminopyridine, Ba2+, and Cs+) are added to the
external and internal solutions to block various sodium and potassium channels. Most of the ion
channel current is inhibited; however, there may be some ion channel (e.g., Cl- channels) that
still conduct and appear in the total current. This residual ion channel current will also appear in
the template current, and so will be removed after subtraction.
𝐼total = 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼channel + 𝐼pump
𝐼template = 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼channel
𝐼pump = 𝐼total − 𝐼template
Similar results are found by taking the difference in total recorded current during
synchronization both without and then with the highly specific sodium/potassium pump blocker
ouabain. However, template subtraction is simpler to perform. The results of the template
subtraction method are shown in Figure 5, which demonstrates that as synchronization is
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performed the amount of pump current, that is current leftover after template subtraction, for
each half-cycle gradually increases until it plateaus.

Figure 5: Synchronized pump current of the first generation. A single skeletal muscle fiber from a bullfrog was
placed under voltage clamp conditions with an amplitude of 60 mV and at 40 Hz. The membrane potential is shown
in the top trace. The pump current (bottom trace) is measured via template subtraction. In the positive half-cycle
sodium is pumped out of the cell, and in the negative half-cycle potassium is pumped inward.

1.4: Second generation of synchronization
In biology, ions are the only type of particles that can be accelerated by an electric field.
Because the electric field accelerates ion movement, the time it takes for the protein to return to
its starting state is reduced. If the starting state is reduced it will occur a little bit earlier in the
half-cycle pulse. With enough synchronization pulses, the pump will eventually try to pump at
the end of the other half-cycle pulse.
The second generation of synchronization adds to the first generation, a tall pulse with
short duration at the tail end of each half-cycle. This short and tall pulse at the end of each halfcycle acts as an energy trap; preventing the pump from moving forward in the pumping cycle.
This very tall pulse will guarantee that the pump cannot transport Na+ during the negative halfcycle. Because all of the cell's pumps will be forced to wait until the start of the next half-cycle,
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there should be a large transient current once the membrane potential has become large enough.
In Figure 6, the second generation of synchronization was applied to a single fiber under the
TEVC, and the pump current gradually develops a transient current at the start of each halfcycle.

Figure 6: Second generation synchronization pump current from template subtraction. A single skeletal muscle fiber
from a bullfrog was placed under voltage clamp conditions with an amplitude of 40 mV at 40 Hz, and the tail pulse
is an additional 50% and 2 ms wide. The large transient at the starting edge of each half-cycle is synchronized pump
current. The template was taken from the second pulse.

Figure 7 shows a zoomed-in view of one of the last pulses from a cell that had the second
generation synchronization clamped. Because most of the current is capacitance current, and
because capacitance current is proportional to the change in potential the peak of the total current
lines up with the point in the membrane potential that has the steepest incline. However, the
pump current is only dependent on the membrane potential and not dependent on the membrane
potential rate of change, so the pump current peak lines occurs when the membrane potential is
nearly at its maximum value. Furthermore, the area under the transient current (i.e., charge) of
the positive half-cycle divided by the area under the transient pump current of the negative half-
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cycle is 1.53, which agrees with expected 3:2 value (3 Na+ out to 2 K+ in). It is common in the
literature to describe the pump as a series of stochastic reactions, where the pump undergoes a
sort of random walk where the end result is ion transport. The results in Figure 7 from the second
generation synchronization suggest very strongly, that the pump doesn’t engage in a random
walk, but rather has a unidirectional cycle and functions more like a micromachine.

Figure 7: Transient pump current from the second generation of synchronization. At time = 0 ms the membrane
potential is clamping to the positive or negative half-cycle. The peak of the total current lines up with the steepest
point of the membrane potential, and the peak of the pump current is delayed from the peak of the total current by
180 µs, and occurs when the voltage nearly reaches its peak value.

1.5: ATP production by the pump and the third generation of synchronization
The sodium/potassium pump extrudes sodium ions after the hydrolysis of ATP. Then,
after sodium has left, potassium is transported through the protein and into the cytosol. In the
Post-Albers Cycle, as the potassium enters the intracellular side of the cell, it breaks free the
inorganic phosphate from the enzyme. If the two potassium ions are moving under an electric
field (oriented into the cell), they will be accelerated, and if they are accelerated fast enough,
they could give a significant amount of energy to the inorganic phosphate. If the inorganic
11

phosphate has enough kinetic energy and manages to collide with the previously produced ADP
molecule, an ATP molecule could be produced.
Wei Chen designed the third generation of synchronization, which he hypothesized to be
able to facilitate the recycling of ADP and Pi to ATP through the pump by accelerating the
incoming potassium ions. Pengfei Liang (2019) demonstrated that by washing out the cell’s
ATP, and inhibiting mitochondrial production of ATP with Antimycin A, the third generation
synchronization could elicit pump current whereas the second generation never could under these
conditions.
The third generation of synchronization adds to the second generation waveform a very
tall pulse of short duration to the initial edge of each half-cycle. This additional pulse, called the
activation pulse, is believed to give the potassium ions enough energy to regenerate ATP. If a
cell has depleted its ATP stores, then the cell's pumps cannot work, even with the first or second
generation of synchronization-modulation; however, as demonstrated by Pengfei Liang this is
not the case with the third generation of synchronization. The pump's primary responsibility is to
maintain the sodium and potassium concentration gradients and by extension the membrane
potential. By using the third generation of synchronization-modulation to increase the pumps'
turnover rate, an external electric field is used to help maintain or recover the membrane
potential and the cell’s ATP stores.
Overall, there are three generations of the synchronization waveform, and the waveforms
are summarized in Figure 9. The first generation has the ability to synchronize the transport of
sodium and potassium into two half-cycles. The second generation has the ability to synchronize
each transport to the rising and falling edges of each half-cycle, and not just to any point within
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the half-cycle. And finally, the third generation has the additional ability to recycle ADP and Pi
into ATP.

Figure 8: The third generation synchronization-modulation waveform. Synchronization pulses start at a low
frequency for upwards of 250 pulses. After which the pulse frequency is slowly increased; this is called modulation.
During this modulation phase, the activation and energy trap pulses are kept at a fixed width. Once the maximum
frequency has been reached the final frequency is maintained for several thousand cycles.
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Figure 9: The three generations of the synchronization waveform. The dashed line represents the -90 mV resting
membrane potential. The first generation synchronization, A, has the ability to separate inward K+ current and
outward Na+ current. The second generation synchronization, B, has the ability to yield semi-single pump current.
The third generation synchronization, C, has the ability to recycle ADP + P i into ATP by accelerating K+ into the
cell with high energy.
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Chapter 2: Recovery of the membrane potential due to synchronization-modulation in
fatigued bullfrog skeletal muscle
The sodium/potassium pump is responsible for or maintaining the concentration gradient
of potassium. Under normal physiological conditions, the cytoplasm has a very high
concentration of potassium ions and is upwards of 140 mM. Depolarization of a skeletal muscle
cell above a threshold will open the voltage-dependent sodium channels, which will further cause
depolarization. Once the membrane has depolarized to around 20 mV, the delayed rectifier
potassium channels open and allow for potassium ions to leak out of the cell repolarizing its
membrane. The depolarization of the cell membrane also allows the release of calcium into the
cytoplasm; this calcium then binds to troponin, which allows for actin and myosin using ATP to
pull together, causing a muscle contraction. The sodium/potassium pump then recovers the
potassium lost in the contraction.
To induce skeletal muscle fatigue in the semitendinosus muscle, the muscle is dissected
from a bullfrog, and placed into a petri dish. All studies in this thesis involving bullfrogs were
done according as per USF’s IACUC study IS00001421 (Appendix B). The muscle is held in
place by pinning each of its three tendons to a mound of hot glue with a needle as shown in
Figure 10. During dissection, the nerve that innervates these muscles occupies the space between
these muscles and is kept in tack. To generate fatigue, via electrical stimulation, the nerve is
stimulated with an isolated stimulator. The leads that come out of the stimulator are copper wire,
and they are placed next to and parallel to the nerve. One of the leads will source current, and the
other will sink the current; as the current passes near the nerve it will generate an action potential
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on the nerve which will pass down to the muscle and cause it to contract. A contracting muscle
will consume energy and deplete the membrane potential [Clausen, 2008; McKenna et al., 2008].
To generate fatigue, the muscle is repeatedly stimulated for several minutes. A typical
stimulation protocol is to inject several milliamps of current for 300 us, once every 20 to 250 ms
for 4 minutes or longer.
To measure fatigue a borosilicate pipette is pulled and filled with 3 M KCl, a silver/silver
chloride wire is inserted into the pipette and connected to Channel 1 of a two-electrode voltage
clamp (TEVC 200, Dagon, WI) which along with the Digitizer 1322A (Axon Instruments, Inc) is
used as an oscilloscope. The pipette is inserted into one of the muscle cells before, and then
again after electrical stimulation to record the membrane potential. It is not possible to record the
membrane potential during fatigue because as the muscle is being stimulated it will contract, and
those contractions are violent and will break the glass pipette and damage the cell.
As shown in Figure 10, synchronization-modulation (SM) is applied to a pair of
chlorinated silver wires that are placed parallel to the length of the muscle and are placed
approximately with the muscle centered between them. The distance between the muscle and the
silver wire does not matter much because of the conductive nature of the Normal Ringer bath.
The cells that are punctured are positioned approximately halfway between the pair of SM
electrodes.
To measure the impact of synchronization-modulation on the fatigue of skeletal muscles,
first the membrane potential is measured, and then the pipette is removed. Then the nerve is
stimulated to generate contractions in the muscle, after which the membrane potential is
remeasured. If the membrane potential did not change significantly as a result of the
contractions, it is stimulated a second time. After the stimulation, the membrane potential is
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measured, and after ten seconds of recording, synchronization-modulation is turned on, during
which the membrane potential is continuously recorded, and recording does not stop until several
seconds after synchronization-modulation.

Figure 10: Experimental preparation of the bullfrog’s whole skeletal muscle. This cartoon shows the experimental
preparation for applying fatigue and synchronization-modulation to the bullfrog skeletal leg muscle. The tendons of
the muscle are fixed in place with pins in hot glue; SM electrodes are placed parallel to the muscle under test; the
nerve is stimulated to elicit fatigue; and the measurement pipette comes in from above to puncture a single cell and
record the membrane potential.
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Figure 11: Current stimulation waveform. The stimulator generates pulses of current 300 µs wide every 20 to 250
ms to generate action potentials on the nerve. Repeatedly apply this stimulation will fatigue a muscle.

This technique of applying either the second or third generation of synchronizationmodulation to a previously fatigued muscle was done several times. Typically, there are between
one and seven millivolts of hyperpolarization of the cell membrane (Figure 12), and the third
generation will outperform the second generation by a factor of two or more. This is in contrast
to three forms of stimulated control: synchronization without modulation, jumbled, and random
waveform. These control stimulations demonstrate that not any kind of stimulation will work to
recover the muscle from fatigue, but the pattern must be synchronization and then modulation,
and the third generation waveform is best.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the results from two particular samples that demonstrate
the hyperpolarizing power of the third generation of synchronization-modulation. The
stimulations in Figure 13 are: first generation SM, second generation SM, third generation
synchronization only, and then third generation SM. Modulation is done from 25 to 200 Hz, and
is then maintained at 200 Hz for 5000 pulses. The synchronization only trial is done at 200 Hz
only, and for the same total amount of time. The energy trap of the second and third generation
waveforms are 55 mV above the amplitude of 55 mV. The activation pulse is an additional 95
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mV above the amplitude. The synchronization-modulation is done during the interior blank
space, and is not shown for clarity. The signals shown above were low pass filtered in software
at 25 Hz using an 8-pole Butterworth filter.

Figure 12: The polarization of a fatigued muscle cell due to various types of stimulation. SM3 can hyperpolarize
consistently by the most (mean = -3.4 mV; stdev = 1.4 mV; n = 24) whereas SM2 can hyperpolarize by about half as
much (mean = -1.4 mV; stdev = 0.9 mV; n = 11), and the difference is statistically significant (p = 0.0003).
Synchronization without modulation (SNM3), and the Jumbled waveforms had virtually no hyperpolarization, and
the Rand3 waveform even had some depolarization.

The first and second generations SM were able to hyperpolarize by approximately 2 mV,
whereas the third generation SM was able to hyperpolarize by approximately 5.6 mV. The
synchronization only trial had less than half a millivolt of hyperpolarization.
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Figure 13: Membrane potential recovery of a fatigued skeletal muscle. The membrane potential (vertical axis, in
mV) is recorded before and after application of an external electric field. The external electric field is (from top to
bottom): first generation SM, second generation SM, third generation high frequency single frequency, and third
generation SM.

Another similar result is shown in Figure 15 where the third generation synchronizationmodulation was able to hyperpolarize the membrane potential by 4 mV, and the second
generation synchronization-modulation was only able to hyperpolarize the membrane potential
by about 2 mV. The sample in Figure 14 has two additional trials that were performed that
demonstrate that: i. the shape of the electric field’s waveform, and ii. that the electric field’s
frequency sequence in synchronization-modulation are both important. The stimulation in the
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third chart of Figure 14 is referred to as the "jumbled" waveform. Each half-cycle of the third
generation synchronization-modulation has three sections: activation, plateau, and energy trap. In
the jumbled waveform, these six parts are out of order and distributed randomly; additionally, the
frequency of each cycle is also random. When this type of stimulation is applied there is no
effect on the cell’s membrane potential.

Figure 14: Random frequency and jumbled third generation waveforms. These charts show 200 ms of the third
generation random frequency (top) and jumbled (bottom) waveforms. In the random frequency the pulse waveform
is in order; however, each cycle has a different frequency. In the jumbled waveform, the components that makeup
the third generation waveform are out of order, and the plateau section has a random period. These types of
stimulations serve as stimulation controls that are used to demonstrate that the synchronization-modulation sequence
and waveform must be in a specific order as described in Chapter 1.

The stimulation that was performed in the fourth chart of Figure 14 has what is referred
to as third generation random frequency, or Rand3 for short. In this stimulation, the six parts of
the third generation are kept in the correct order; however, the frequency of each cycle is
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random. These simulations are displayed in Figure 14. These two stimulations serve as a sort of
control, where even though the stimulation is present, the repolarization is not.

Figure 15: Failure of the random and jumbled waveforms to hyperpolarize the membrane. The second and third
generations of SM can hyperpolarize the membrane in a manner similar to what was observed in Figure 13;
however, the jumbled and random waveforms are unable to hyperpolarize because they cannot synchronize the
cell’s pumps.

These data show that there are two key properties needed to recover the membrane
potential with an external stimulation: i. modulation and ii. the activation pulses. The first two
charts in Figure 13, which compare the third generation synchronization-modulation to the third
generation with synchronization only, show that the presence of modulation is critical.
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Modulation is essential because only modulation can increase the turnover rate of the
sodium/potassium pumps. However, modulation alone is not enough, the activation pulse is also
essential, and this is demonstrated by comparing the hyperpolarization of the second and third
generation SM of Figure 13. The only difference between the third and second generation is the
presence of the activation pulse at the start of each half-cycle. This activation pulse can provide
electrical energy that can be used to regenerate ATP from ADP and Pi when potassium is
pumped back into the cell. The availability of ATP is a limiting factor to the membrane
repolarization, and the sodium/potassium pump is one of the primary consumers of ATP within
the cell. The pump needs ATP energy to be able to do its work, and so the inclusion of the
activation pulse has what looks like the effect of increasing the amount of ATP available to the
cell's sodium/potassium pumps.
Additionally, the energy trap alone, which is the pulse at the end of each half-cycle for
both the second and third generations, is not as important. This is demonstrated by comparing the
last two charts of Figure 13 which compare the second and first generations of synchronizationmodulation. The difference between these two stimulations is the energy trap, and in both of
these trials the amount of hyperpolarization is only about half what is achieved with the third
generation. It should be pointed out that the activation pulse in the third generation will only be
useful if all of the potassium ions enter the cell at the beginning of the negative half-cycle, and
this can only be done if the amplitude is very large or there are the energy trap pulses.
Stimulating an isolated bullfrog muscle with the third generation synchronizationmodulation for about a minute has the ability to hyperpolarize the cell membrane by several
millivolts, and these results are summarized in Figure 12. The cells in this chapter have been
fatigued from -90 mV to around -60 mV, and then with 50 seconds of SM we can hyperpolarize
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by up to 6 mV. To fully recover the fatigued muscle back to -90 mV, SM must be applied for a
longer period of time, and this is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Recovery of the cell membrane from fatigue in bullfrog whole muscle
In the previous chapter, a skeletal muscle fiber could by hyperpolarized by several
millivolts by application of synchronization-modulation for 50 seconds. However, more
hyperpolarization is needed to fully recover the membrane potential to -90 mV. This recovery
can be done in part by applying the stimulation for a more extended period of time. Stimulating
the nerve to induce fatigue while it is punctured to measure the membrane potential is impossible
due to the contractions of the muscle. These contractions will break the pipette, and as such
measurement of the membrane potential was always done after the muscle was fatigued.
Measuring the membrane potential while the muscle is being stimulated with synchronizationmodulation is doable, but can be difficult to perform successfully especially for long stimulation
times. On the one hand, the pipette diameter needs to be very small to minimize leakage between
the pipette, intracellular, and extracellular solutions. On the other hand, if the diameter is very
small it can easily become clogged. Additionally, a pipette with a very small diameter can be
usable at the start of an experiment but become clogged by an organelle as the experiment
progresses. Stimulation by synchronization-modulation potentially could future increase the
leakage out of the cell around the pipette. To reduce these problems, several trials were
conducted where several different cells were punctured for membrane potential measurement
before application of synchronization-modulation, and then again after. This is contrary to the
previous sets of experiments where the pipette was punctured into one cell and then various
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stimulations were performed on it without removing the pipette. The results from one particular
muscle are shown in Figure 16, Figure 17, and then summarized in Figure 18

Figure 16: Recovery of membrane potential due to extensive application of SM3. The second chart shows the
membrane potential, Vm, from six samples taken prior to application to SM3 and after fatigue. The third chart shows
three samples taken after 20k cycles of SM3, and the bottom chart shows seven samples taken after another 50k
cycles of SM3. Each sample is 15-40 seconds long.

The second chart in Figure 14 shows six membrane potential measurements that average
around -50 mV (stdev = 13 mV; n = 6) after fatigue. Then, in the third chart, application of third
generation synchronization-modulation (SM3; activation: 330 mV, 1 ms; trap: 240 mV, 1 ms;
plateau: 120 mV; frequency 25 to 200 Hz) with 20k cycles at the final frequency was able to
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hyperpolarize the average membrane to -65 mV (stdev = 2.3 mV; n = 3). Further application
(50k cycles) of the third generation synchronization-modulation, bottom chart of Figure 16, was
able to hyperpolarize the muscle cells to an average of -92 mV (stdev = 9.3 mV; n = 7).

Figure 17: Further recovery of membrane potential due to SM3. This is a continuation from Figure 14. The top chat
shows seven sample taken after 45 min of rest. The second chart shows Vm taken from five samples after 20k cycles
of SM2. The third chart shows five Vm samples taken after 20k cycles of SNM3. The bottom chart shows four Vm
samples taken after a final 20k cycles of SM3. Each sample is 15-40 seconds long.

Figure 17 is a continuation of Figure 16, and the top chart shows that after 45 minutes of
rest, the membrane potential was mostly unchanged, but did drop to near its physiological value
at -87 mV (stdev = 7.3 mV; n = 7). Subsequent application of 20k cycles of the second
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generation synchronization-modulation (SM2; second chart Figure 17) was unable to
hyperpolarize the average membrane potential further leaving the membrane potential at -88 mV
(stdev = 3.2 mV; n = 5). Further application of 20k cycles of third generation synchronization
without modulation had no hyperpolarizing effect on the average cell membrane potential (mean
= -86 mV, stdev = 3.4 mV; n = 5). A final application of 20k cycles of the third generation
synchronization-modulation was then able to re-hyperpolarize the average cell membrane to -97
mV (stdev = 3.2 mV; n = 4).
The group of samples from Figure 16 and Figure 17 show that the third-generation of
synchronization-modulation has the ability to recover the membrane potential by an average of
42 mV after 70k cycles. The second generation synchronization-modulation and third generation
synchronization no-modulation were unable to provide any hyperpolarization; however, when
third generation synchronization-modulation was then applied the membrane was hyperpolarized
by approximately 10 mV. This demonstrates that both the waveform and modulation are
essential.
From seven different samples (Figure 19 and Table 1), at various degrees of fatigue, the
withdraw technique of recording the membrane potential of bullfrog skeletal muscle cells is able
to re-hyperpolarize the membrane potential by 10 – 50 mV with the application of SM3 that is on
the order of 5 minutes long. Regardless of the post-fatigue membrane potential (22 – 87 mV), the
membrane potential after third-generation synchronization-modulation for long enough time is
near the physiological resting potential (70 – 97 mV).
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Figure 18: Summary of Figure 16 and Figure 17. The bars represent the averages of the sample membrane
potentials and the range of measured values is represented by the error bars. The average myofibril membrane
potential goes from -94 mV to -50 with fatigue, and then after 70k SM3 cycles the membrane is recovered to -92
mV. This average membrane potential is long lasting (45 minutes) after which there are only 5 mV of depolarization
on average.
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0
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Figure 19: Seven whole muscle complexes were recovered from various degrees of fatigue with application of
SM3. No matter how depolarized the muscle was SM3 was able to hyperpolarize the cell membrane to near the
natural membrane potential.

Table 1: Change in membrane potential due to SM3 using the puncture/withdraw method. Seven muscle under
various degrees of fatigue are about to nearly fully recover their membrane potential with application of SM3.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Membrane Potential (mV)
Before SM3
After SM3
ΔV
-22
-70
-48
-50
-92
-42
-87
-97
-10
-30
-75
-45
-42
-82
-40
-80
-90
-10
-42
-92
-50
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Chapter 4: Synchronization-modulation with intermittent switching
The application of a synchronization-modulation waveform across a muscle complex has
the capacity to synchronize the sodium/potassium pumps that are in line with the electric field;
however, the pumps that are orthogonal to the applied electric field will remain unsynchronized.
To synchronization these pumps a second pair of electrodes can be placed in line with them and
orthogonal to the first pair. However, if both pairs of electrodes produce the synchronization
waveform at the same time (Figure 18) the effect would be equivalent to that of placing only a
single pair in between the original two electrode pairs; thus, defeating the effort. To synchronize
all of the sodium/potassium pumps these two electrode pairs must be alternatively activated and
deactivated (Figure 20 and Figure 24). It has been shown by Pengfei Liang (unpublished result)
that alternating between the two pairs of electrodes for three cycles at a time can still synchronize
the cell's sodium/potassium pumps.
To demonstrate what the electric field lines look like with the intermittent switch,
Coulomb's law for the electric potential is solved for using an adaptive finite element method
algorithm using the Argos2D program [Karban, et al. 2013]. In all three figures (Figure 21,
Figure 22, and Figure 23) the left most electrode is set to 100 mV, and the right most electrode is
set to 0 mV. The potential is represented by color, and the electric field is represented by arrows.
The interior of the box has a material property of 𝜖𝑟 = 75, and the electrodes are 6 mm wide. In
Figure 18, the vertical electrode pair has the same voltages as the horizontal electrode pair, and
the electric field moves from the lower left corner to the upper right corner, effectively acting as
if there had been one pair of electrodes between those corners. In Figure 22 the vertical pair has
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been left floating, and in Figure 23 the vertical pair has a potential difference of 0 mV by driving
each electrode at 50 mV. The profile of the electric field is the same in Figure 22 and Figure 23
demonstrating that they are functionally equivalent, which is important for the electronic
implementation.

Figure 20: Intermittent waveforms applied around a
muscle. Each waveform (1st generation) represent the
potential difference between each pair of electrodes.
First the vertical pair will be turned on for three cycles,
and then will turn off and turn on the horizontal pair

Figure 21: Two electrodes simultaneously active. This

for three cycles, and then repeat.

configuration cannot be used to implement the
intermittent waveforms.

Figure 22: One active and one floating electrode pairs.

Figure 23: The horizontal pair is active, and both

Only the horizontal pair is active, and both electrodes

electrodes in the vertical pair are at half the potential of

of the vertical pair are deactivated.

the horizontal pair.
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Figure 24: The oscillation of the electric field from horizontal to vertical. When one pair of electrodes has been
selected the electric field will oscillate for three cycles as shown in A and B. When the other, orthogonal, pair of
electrodes is selected, the electric field will oscillate for three cycles as shown in C and D.

4.1: Design and implementation of the intermittent switch
This task of switching the synchronization signal on and off between two pairs of
electrodes is done by a device called the intermittent switch. The intermittent switch has two
inputs, the synchronization-modulation analog waveform and a digital signal to control which
pair of outputs to route the input to. The switching action is done by eight single-pole singlethrow (SPST) bidirectional analog switches found within two DG9426E integrated circuits from
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Vishay Siliconix. One property of these kinds of switches is that each source/drain switch pair
cannot be left floating. If any switch is left floating the digital signal will bleed through to the
output. To avoid this problem, the pair of electrodes that would normally be deactivated by
leaving them floating (Figure 19) would instead both be driven by half the potential of the active
electrode (Figure 20). In this way, the deactivated electrode pair has a potential difference of
zero volts, and this will preserve the profile of the electric field.

B

A

Figure 25: The analog switch integrated circuit for each channel. Channel’s A and B have opposite behavior so that
only one of them will pass the applied signal.

Within each analog switch integrated circuit (Figure 25) there are two normally open
switches (switches A and B) and two normally closed switches (switches C and D). The select
signal is a digital signal that will control the state of each switch. If the select signal is high then
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switches A and B will be open and switches C and D will be closed. Conversely, when the select
signal is low then switches A and B will be closed and switches C and D will be open. The
Primary Signal is the analog input and is synchronization-modulation; the Pause Signal is half of
the Primary Signal. The two pins of Channel A will be the Primary Signal and GND if Select is
high, or both pins will the Pause Signal if Select is low. The two pins of Channel B will be the
opposite; if Select is high then both pins of Channel B will be the Pause Signal and if Select is
low then the two pins of Channel B will be the Primary Signal and GND. Where GND is zero
volts. These switches have a break-before-make feature that when the switching action occurs,
the closed switches will break open before the open switches close. The break-before-make
feature prevents two signal sources from connecting together.

Figure 26: Power stage of the intermittent switch. 12 DC power comes into jack J1, and if pin 1 is at a potential
above pin 2, Q1 will turn on to power the DC/DC converter. The high frequency ripple is filtered with the LC output
filter. R1 is a current limiting resistor to illuminate a power indicator LED, D1. D1 is green if powered correctly,
and red if backwards.

The intermittent switch is powered by a 12 V dc wall wart at J1 of Figure 24. The signal
range is ±5 V, so the switches must be powered with ±5 V. The conversion of 12 V to ±5 V is
done by a NMA1205DC DC/DC converter (U2). These types of converters generate high
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frequency switching noise, and so this noise is reduced by placing an LC filter (L1 and C1) on
the output of the converter. The input to the DC/DC converter must be protected from reverse
voltage as this will permanently damage the device. Reverse voltage protection is done with a PChannel MOSFET (Q1). P-Channel MOSFETs will on turn on when the source (Q1 pin 3) is
more positive than the gate (Q1 pin 1). This particular MOSFET has a very low Rds(on) value of
approximately 40 mΩ; this is an import parameter of P-Channel MOSFETs used for reverse
voltage protection so as to minimized energy wasted as heat in the device. To indicate that power
is received by the device a bidirectional LED (D1) is placed on the input power. If power is
connected with the correct polarity the D1 will illuminate green. If power is applied backwards
the D1 will illuminate red, and the MOSFET (Q1) will not turn on, thus protecting U2.

Figure 27: The selection stage of the intermittent switch. A low current signal comes through J3, and forward biases
an LED within the H11L1M optocoupler, U4.

The state of the output channels is selected by a digital signal that comes from an external
source on J3. If the cable that connects to J3 has high enough capacitance or if there is noise in
the environment the switches could erroneously switch or the switching time could be delayed.
This problem is fixed by buffering the select signal with a Schmitt Trigger (U4); this is a device
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that will very quickly switch states once a threshold is passed, and has hysteresis so that it won’t
switch back until another threshold is crossed. This particular Schmitt Trigger also isolates the
input from the output so that the analog ICs (U1 and U3) will be protected from any ESD event
that may occur on the input section, and this trigger serves as a voltage translator. The input
selection voltage could be as low as 1.2 V or as high as 20 V, and the output will always get
translated to 5 V as needed by the analog switches (U1 and U3).
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Chapter 5: Recovery of the force generating capacity from fatigue in bullfrog whole muscle
The application of synchronization-modulation to both isolated myofibrils and to the
whole muscle complex has been able to recover the cells' membrane potential after fatigue. In
general, fatigue is defined as the reduced capacity to generate force, so the next logical
experiment to perform is to measure the force generating capacity of a bullfrog's muscle, and its
recovery from fatigue with SM3. To measure the contraction force of a bullfrog skeletal muscle a
specially designed chamber and a force sensor were designed. The chamber (Figure 28) is
composed of a 100 mm long acrylic tube with a hook on the bottom. Two of the tendons of the
semitendinosus muscle from a bullfrog are tied together and fixed to the bottom hook. The other
tendon is tied to the Wheatstone bridge within the force sensor above the muscle. The muscle is
surrounded by four 12 mm wide stainless steel electrodes, supported by clay, that are connected
to the intermittent switch. The bathing solution is Normal Ringer's solution (in mM: 120 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 2.15 Na2HPO4, 0.85 NaH2PO4, 1.8 CaCl2; pH adjusted to 7.10 via NaOH at 23 °C).
When the muscle is mounted into the chamber, the length of the muscle is kept to
generate a tension of approximately 40 mN, and the contraction force of the muscle was then
measured. Fatigue was elicited by stimulating the nerve which innervates the semitendinosus
muscle; these stimulations cause the muscle to contract until it is unable to do so repeatedly. The
nerve was stimulated with 3 mA, 300 µs pulses at a rate of 50 Hz for 2 minutes. The stimulation
intensity is the intensity, which generates the strongest contraction. Measurement contractions
are elicited by stimulating the same nerve at a submaximal intensity.
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Figure 28: Rendering of the experimental setup to stimulate an isolated bullfrog muscle (red) and measure its
contraction force. The muscle is surrounded by four stainless steel electrodes which provide the stimulation. The
cylindrical chamber is filled with Normal Ringer.

In one group of experiments (Figure 29), contraction force was measured before fatigue,
30 seconds after fatigue and then again 5 minutes later. The experiment was then repeated
several hours later except that synchronization-modulation was applied for several minutes
before fatigue, and it was retained during the fatigue and recovery periods. Figure 29 shows the
results from the contraction force recovery of a muscle with and without the application of the
third generation synchronization-modulation (5 V activation, 3.6 V energy trap, 2 V plateau; 40
to 150 Hz at 2% modulation rate) was able to help reduce the amount of fatigue experienced by
the muscle, and to speed up the recovery. The contraction force 30 seconds after fatigue is
stronger when synchronization-modulation had been applied before and during fatigue.
Figure 30 shows the result from another experiment where a muscle was fatigued by
stimulating its nerve with 600 pulses and then allowed to recover without synchronizationmodulation. After 5 minutes of rest, the contraction force had only recovered by approximately
20%, and so synchronization-modulation (third generation; 5 V activation, 3.6 V energy trap, 2
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V plateau; 40 to 150 Hz at 2% modulation rate) was then applied for 6 minutes. This application
of synchronization-modulation was able to recover the contraction force by 90%.

Figure 29: Recovery of a muscle's pulling force with and without the third generation of synchronizationmodulation. In the top figure a muscle is allowed to recover without any stimulus, and recovers to about 50% of its
pre-fatigue peak after 5 minutes. Whereas in the bottom figure the peak contraction force has recovered by about
75% after 5 minutes with the third generation synchronization-modulation.

A muscle performing an exercise will consume its ATP stores, and because ATP is the
energy source for the actin-myosin contraction, a depletion of ATP will decrease the muscle's
ability to perform contractions. The third generation of synchronization-modulation is able to
recycle ADP into ATP using energy from the applied electric field, and so more ATP will be
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available for the muscle to perform contractions. Additionally, the process of modulating the
turnover rate of the sodium/potassium pump from a low frequency (40 Hz) to a high frequency
(150 Hz) is able to help recover the membrane potential as seen in Chapter 3. The combined
effects of recycling ADP into ATP and restoring the membrane potential allow the muscle to
continue to contract and recover from fatigue.

Figure 30: Pulling force recovery first without and then with the third generation of synchronization-modulation. In
these figures, a bullfrog muscle was stimulated to fatigue and then allowed to recover without stimulation. After 5
minutes the recovery was only approximately 20%, so synchronization-modulation (third generation) was applied
for 6 minutes. After application of SM3 the peak contraction force had mostly recovered.
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The pulling force of the bullfrog's skeletal muscle is done with a strain gauge. A strain
gauge is essentially a resistor whose resistance slightly changes with an applied strain. Because
the resistance only slightly changes with an applied force the strain gauge is put into a
Wheatstone bridge configuration. The Wheatstone bridge is a four terminal device with one
power pair and one differential measurement pair. The differential pair measure a changing
voltage which is the result of a changing resistance which is the result of an applied force.

5.1: Design and implementation of the force sensor
The force sensor circuit is composed of four principle sections: i. an instrumentation
amplifier to measure and amplify the output of the strain gauge; ii. an anti-alias filter; iii. an
excitation voltage needs to be provided to the strain gauge to power it; iv. a power section is
needed to power the first three sections.

Figure 31: The instrumentation amplifier and low pass filter of the strain gauge. The amplified force signal is
followed by a three pole 100 kHz Bessel low pass filer with a gain of 5 V/V. The output of the strain gauge is
connected to pins 2 and 3 of U1. Decoupling capacitors on U2 (0.1 uF; X7R; 25 V) are not shown.
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The strain gauge selected, LCL-113G by OMEGA (Norwalk, CT) was selected because it
is rated for fairly small applied forces and has a very linear transfer function (Figure 32). Studies
using skeletal muscles from mice feet demonstrate that muscles on this size scale generate on the
order of 400 mN of force. The LCL-113G is rated for up to 1100 mN of force. This force sensor
has an output signal range of ±2 mV/V, and so when excited by 5 V has an output voltage range
of ±10 mV. With a 499 Ω resistor (R1), the INA129 (Texas Instruments) instrumentation
amplifier has a gain of 100 V/V which would bring the output signal range to ±1 V. After the
instrumentation amplifier, a low pass Bessel filter with a gain of 5 V/V is added to reduce high
frequency noise and aliasing. In total, these stages amplify the output of the strain gauge by 500
V/V, and bring the output range to ±5 V. A 16-bit data acquisition system with an input range of
±5 V would have a resolution of ~ 0.03 mN.

Figure 32: The calibration curve of the force sensor shows that its output signal is very much linearly proportional
to the input pulling force.

The Bessel 3-pole low pass filter is implemented with U2, and was designed to have a -3
dB point at 100 kHz. It was designed with Analog Devices Analog Filter Wizard online program,
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and the resistance and capacitance values were optimized to minimize noise. Oversampling and
digital filtering are done to further reduce the high frequency noise.
Several steps were taken to minimize the amount of noise in the system. Most significant
of which is to place the entire instrument into an aluminum box. Housing the instrument in a
grounded conductive container greatly reduces contamination of the measured signal by ambient
radiation; most notably 60 Hz mains noise. Any noise on the 5 V excitation supply will translate
into noise in the measurement, and so care was taken to provide a very low noise excitation
supply voltage. A simple technique of supplying 5 V is to use the output of a 5 V linear
regulator. However, a voltage reference can provide significantly better noise and stability
performance. In the table below a quality linear regulator (MAX6765) is compared to a quality
voltage reference (MAX6350), and in terms of regulating the output voltage, the voltage
reference is several orders of magnitude better. The reason for this is that voltage references are
specifically designed to provide a very stable low noise voltage; however, they cannot provide
much power. Whereas a linear regulator has significantly more ripple, but can provide hundreds
of milliamps of current. The LCL-113G strain gauge needs a maximum of 6 mA of current, and
this would only be when the applied force goes to one extreme, and this amount of current is less
than the upper limit of the MAX6350 reference.
Figure 31 above is the sub circuit for the strain gauge's excitation voltage. The voltage
reference, U3, is powered by 12 V and outputs 5 V. POT1 is used to trim any offset voltage on
the output of U3, and the capacitors are all there reduce noise and to provide bypassing.
Bypassing capacitors allow high frequency noise to go to ground, and provide a local store of
energy in the event that there is a momentary transient power demand.
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Table 2: Comparison between a voltage regulator and voltage reference that cost approximately the same. The
voltage reference provides a very stable and precise low noise 5 V excitation, whereas the linear regular can provide
higher power.

Output Voltage
Device type
Output error
Line regulation (ΔVout/ΔVin)
Load regulation (ΔVout/ΔIout)
Output temperature coefficient
Output noise voltage (0.1 to 10 Hz)
Output noise voltage (10 Hz to 1 kHz)
Output load current

MAX6765
5V
Linear Regulator
±75 mV
1%
1.50%

100 mA (min)

MAX6350
5V
Voltage Reference
±1 mV
0.00001 % @ 5 ppm/V
0.004 % @ 6 ppm/mA
1.0 ppm/℃
1.5 µVpp
2.8 µVrms
15 mA (max)

Figure 33: The force sensor excitation sub circuit. The force sensor is excited with a precise low noise 5 V
reference. The Whetstone bride only needs a few milliamps of current, which this can easily supply. The various
capacitors provide stability and noise reduction, and the potentiometer can fine tune to output voltage.

Power to the force sensor comes in as 12 V from a wall wart. A DC/DC converter (U4)
generates ±12 V for the amplifiers and voltage reference. The DC/DC converter is protected
from reverse voltage by a P-Channel MOSFET (Q1) with a very low Rds(on) value. If voltage is
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connected backwards the LED (D1) will illuminate red, and Q1 will not turn on; otherwise, the
LED will illuminate green and power can flow through Q1. The DC/DC converter generates high
frequency switching noise which is attenuated by an LC low pass filter (L1 and C11).

Figure 34: Power stage of the intermittent switch. 12 DC power comes into jack J1, and if pin 1 is at a potential
above pin 2, Q1 will turn on to power the DC/DC converter. The high frequency ripple is filtered with the LC output
filter. R1 is a current limiting resistor to illuminate a power indicator LED, D1. D1 is green if powered correctly,
and red if backwards.
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Chapter 6: Electromyograph to assess muscle fatigue and recovery with synchronizationmodulation
Application of the third-generation synchronization-modulation (SM3) was very
successful at recovering a bullfrog's muscle from fatigue. This success was demonstrated with
electrical measurements of the myofibril membrane potential, and the force-generating-capacity
of the whole muscle complex. The next task is to apply this technology to fatiguing muscles in
humans and test the ability of SM3 to help human muscles recover from fatigue. Measurement of
the myofibril membrane potential in humans is not possible, so a different type of electrical
measurement is used. In this chapter, the surface electromyograph (sEMG) is used as an
electrical signal that can be used and analyzed to measure fatigue, and in the next chapter, the
compound muscle action potential is used. Then in later chapters, the force-generating-capacity
of humans will be measured with the application of SM3. These non-invasive, electrical
measurements are made with a specially designed isolated differential amplifier; the design of
which is in Appendix A.
All studies conducted with human participants was done under the supervision of USF's
IRB study #Pro00014843 (Appendix C) and in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki. All
participants signed an informed consent document before participating. SM3 was applied to the
forearm muscles of volunteers in order to study its effects on muscle fatigue. This was done by
monitoring and analyzing the surface electromyograph. The electromyograph root-mean-square
(RMS), the median frequency of the power spectrum (MPF), time to the autocorrelation
minimum, and the Dimitrov fatigue index (FInsm5) were calculated before and after the exercise
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and was compared with and without field application. We found that SM3 reduces the change in
these parameters.
Additionally, recurrence plots (RP) were generated and analyzed to find additional
potential metrics of fatigue. From the recurrence plots, the average diagonal length (Lave),
diagonal line entropy (Lentr), the trapping time (TT), and vertical line entropy (Ventr) can serve as
markers of fatigue, and can also be restored with SM3. However, the percent determinism (DET)
and laminarity (LAM) showed no change with fatigue or with stimulation.
In one trial, the sEMG was recorded during a static bicep contraction with a 15 lb.
dumbbell that lasted 93 seconds until the weight could no longer be held (see Figure 35 A). This
trial was used to show how the various metrics evolve with fatigue.
Seven volunteers using either their left and/or right arm participated in this study, giving
a total of 10 trials. Each participant would first squeeze the exercise handle (Figure 35) for as
long as possible. The first 15 seconds and the last 15 seconds of the sEMG were recorded, and
the time to fatigue was also recorded. The participants would then rest for at least two hours and
then return to perform the same exercise except with SM3. During the second trial, the
participant was asked to squeeze the exercise handle for the same amount of time, and again the
first and last 15 seconds of the EMG was recorded. However, during the exercise, SM3 was
applied. Additionally, SM3 was applied for six minutes prior to performing the second trial; the
SM3 stimulation was not applied during EMG measurement. These EMG signals were then
analyzed.
One Ag/AgCl electrode (MediTrace 100, Kendall, Mansfield, MA, USA) was placed on
the belly of the forearm muscle, and another was placed at the distal tendon near the wrist. The
electrodes were attached to an Isolated differential amplifier (Appendix A) and the output of
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which was connected to a LabView recording system. The sEMG was sampled at an acquisition
rate of 40k samples/sec, and an additional two seconds were recorded. The data was then high
pass and then low pass filtered (1 Hz and 2 kHz, respectively) to remove any offsets and highfrequency noise. The first two seconds truncated, and then the remaining 15 sec was resampled
at 4k samples/s. For both trials, the sEMG was also recorded during recovery; every 6 minutes,
the participant was asked to squeeze the exercise handle while the EMG was recorded. During
the rest periods, the SM3 stimulation was applied for the SM3 trials. The resampled data was
then stored to a file for analysis later.

A

B

Figure 35: The exercise equipment for measurement of the sEMG. In A, a static bicep contraction with a 15 lb.
dumbbell is held for 93 seconds. In B, an exercise handle for strength training the hand and forearm is squeezed for
as long as possible.

The synchronization-modulation stimulation was generated by a specially designed
function generator and then split by the intermittent switch (Chapter 4) into two pairs of
electrodes, which were then placed around the forearm muscles. The stimulation electrodes were
7.5 cm long aluminum bars covered with electrode cream (Spectra 360), which were held in
place by a non-adhesive bandage. These devices were powered by AA batteries to help reduce
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mains interference and to make the experiment safe for participation. The third generation
synchronization-modulation had 5 V 1 ms activation pulse, 3.6 V 1 ms energy trap, and a 2 V
plateau; synchronization was done at 40 Hz and modulated at 2%/modulation up to 150 Hz.
In analyzing the sEMG data, three types of metrics are computed: the RMS, three metrics
from the power spectrum (MPF, Δ, FInsm5), and four metrics from the recurrence plots (Lave, Lentr,
TT, Ventr). For most of these metrics, a ratio is computed as the value after the exercise (with or
without SM3) divided by the value at the beginning of the exercise
ratio =

value at the end of the exercise
value at the beginning of the exercise

For two of the metrics (MPF and ACF minimum index), a shift is computed instead
shift = value at the end of the exercise − value at the start of the exercise.

Table 3: Properties of EMG participants. Time to fatigue (TTF), and electrode distance.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TTF (s)
315
135
155
82
135
315
150
75
215
60

Distance (mm)
180
145
187
181
168
184
164
105
170
127

6.1: Root mean square of the electromyograph
1

𝑇

The RMS = √𝑇 ∫0 𝑆(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 is a measure of how large the EMG signal is, and with
fatigue, the RMS gets larger for most people. This is because the amount of muscle fiber
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recruitment must increase to further continue the exercise during fatigue. Figure 36 shows what
one second of the sEMG looks like at the beginning of the exercise overlaid with one second of
the sEMG at the very end; in this particular case the RMS increased by 47%. In Figure 37 a static
bicep contraction is held for 93 seconds, and the RMS value gradually increases by 80%. As can
be seen in Table 4, the post-fatigue RMS value in the forearm returns to the pre-fatigue RMS
value by application of SM3 (p-value = 0.012). It should be noted that there is a small percentage
of the population whose RMS value either stays the same, or even gets larger with fatigue, and
this can be seen in trials 4 and 10. The other eight trials had significantly less increase in the
RMS value with SM3 applied; for example, in the first trial the RMS increased by 116% in the
control trial whereas in the SM3 trial the RMS even decreased by 5%. While only considering
the eight trials where the RMS increased in the control trial the average RMS increase is 62%
(stdev = 34%, n = 8) whereas in the SM3 trial the average RMS increase was only 5% (stdev =
27%, n = 8), and this difference is very significant (p = 0.004).

Figure 36: sEMG data at the first second of the exercise (blue), and the last second of the exercise (red). The RMS
increases from 0.217 mV to 0.319 mV (ratio = 1.47). It is also clear the frequency of the voltage peaks decreases.
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Figure 37: Increase of sEMG RMS over time while performing a static contraction until failure. A bicep holds a
static contraction for 93 seconds, and the RMS value increases by nearly 80%.

Table 4: sEMG RMS recovery with and without SM3. The RMS was computed from the last 5 seconds of the 15
seconds recorded. Each entry represents the RMS measured at the end of the and divided by the RMS measured at
the start of the exercise.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ave
stdev
p

RMS Ratio
Control
SM3
2.16
0.95
1.44
1.04
1.78
0.76
0.96
1.01
1.55
1.35
2.01
0.8
1.47
1.35
1.11
0.81
1.46
1.37
0.83
1.13
1.48
1.06
0.43
0.24
0.012

6.2: Median power frequency of the electromyograph's power spectrum
The most commonly used sEMG metric of fatigue is the median power frequency, MPF.
The MPF is popular because it has been known since 1912 that as a muscle experiences fatigue,
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the MPF will shift to lower frequencies [Piper, 1912]. The MPF is the frequency which cuts the
total power in half
MPF

500 Hz

∫ 𝑃𝑆(𝑓)𝑑𝑓 = ∫
0

𝑃𝐹(𝑓)𝑑𝑓

MPF

Where 𝑃𝑆(𝑓) is the power spectrum of the surface EMG over the selected five second window,
and is 𝑓 the linear frequency. The sEMG’s power spectrum was computed in LabChart 7 Reader
(ADInstruments, Bella Vista, NSW, Australia). The MPF shift is the difference between the
MPF at the end of the exercise or after a rest period and the MPF at the beginning of the
exercise, and will shift towards lower frequencies with fatigue. An example of the power
spectrum is shown in Figure 38 below, and the MPF shift results are summarized in
Table 5.
In the single static bicep contraction exercise the MPF slowly shift to the left by 25 Hz,
going from 61 Hz to 36 Hz over 93 seconds (Figure 39). As a muscle performs an isolation
exercise over an extended period of time lactic acid can build up in the extracellular space
surrounding the muscle [Bass and Moore, 1973]. This buildup of lactic acid causes a decrease in
the conduction velocity which causes the action potential firing rate to decrease. This decrease in
firing rate is observed as a shift towards lower frequencies in the power spectrum. Additionally,
Type II fibers which have a higher frequency content in the power spectrum, will drop out during
prolonged exercise before Type I fibers which have a lower frequency content in the power
spectrum. This dropout of Type II fibers further causes the power spectrum to shift toward lower
frequencies. The forearm muscles contain primarily Type I muscle fibers, and so this effect is
less significant. From the MPF shift data in Table 5 shows that the range of shifts is 19 to 5 Hz,
unless SM3 is applied in which the shift can be as low as 11 Hz to even shifting in the other
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direction by 8.3 Hz. In all ten trials, the MPF shifted less to left when SM3 was applied than
when there was no stimulation. Even in three trials the MPF shifted to the right instead of the left
when SM3 was applied. This seems to suggest that SM3 can keep the high frequency Type II
muscle fibers active, and allows them to continue to work to perform the exercise. This is
consistent with what was observed with the bullfrog’s force generating capacity where SM3 was
able to delay the onset of fatigue. The MPF shift is significantly less with SM3 using the
cumulative Student's t-distribution, p = 0.004.

Figure 38: A typical example demonstrating that the MPF will shift to the left as a result of fatigue. In this
example, the blue curve is the sEMG power spectrum at the beginning of the exercise, and the red curve is the
sEMG power spectrum at the end of the exercise. In this trial the MPF shifts from 64.4 Hz (blue) to 49.9 Hz (red);
shift = -14.5 Hz. Additionally, the total power more than doubles from 0.0457 mV 2 (blue) to 0.1015 mV2 (red).
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Figure 39: The median power frequency gradually shifts towards lower frequencies with fatigue. As the muscle
becomes fatigued the muscle fibers which contribute to the high frequency content of the power spectrum drop out,
and so the MPF shifts towards lower frequencies.

Table 5: MPF shift computed with and without SM3 from the last 5 seconds of the recorded sEMG. Negative values
indicate a shift towards lower frequencies, and a positive shift is towards higher frequencies.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ave
stdev
p

MPF Shift (Hz)
Control
SM3
-12.7
-3.8
-8.6
-6.5
-17.5
-3.8
-6.1
0.9
-12.4
-6.5
-5.0
8.3
-15.4
-7.3
-5.5
-2.2
-7.6
3.6
-19.0
-11.1
-11.0
-2.8
5.1
5.7
0.004

Spectral parameters of surface sEMG signals are very often used as metrics fatigue, but
they all suffer from a problem that requires careful consideration. This problem surrounds the
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issue of process stationarity of the Fourier Transform (FT). A prerequisite to using the FT is that
the process producing the signal must be stationary, meaning that the process itself cannot
change in time [Bonato et al. 1996]. The process of interest is, in part, muscle fiber recruitment
and a change in the Na+ and K+ concentration gradients, and these will continuously change in
time as the muscle is performing an exercise. The most common method of addressing this
problem is the use of small time windows in calculating the FT; time windows from half a
second to half a minute [Chang et al., 2012] have all been used. The task is to find a time
window that is as small as possible, but large enough to preserve resolution in the frequency
domain; a 15-second long time window was recorded and the last five seconds were used for
analysis to meet this requirement.

6.3: Index of the autocorrelation function's minimum
The median power frequency has been used for decades as a metric of fatigue by
scientists, and even though it has some value, it is not without problems, and so new metrics of
fatigue are sought. First, it is not well understood what causes a change in the median power
frequency, as the change in conduction velocity can only partially account for the change in the
MPF [Vøllestad, 1997]. Another issue of concern is that as a muscle does work it warms up, and
this heating has been shown to move the mean, and presumably the median, power frequency to
the right [Petrofsky and Lind, 1980]. As such we will also look at additional metrics of fatigue.
Spinelli et al. (2001) have shown that the time interval it takes the signal to travel between the
two recording electrodes, Δ, can be calculated from the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the
sEMG.
𝐴𝐶𝐹𝑗 = ∑ 𝑆𝑖 𝑆𝑖+𝑗
𝑖
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Where 𝑆𝑖 is the ith sample of the sEMG, and the summation is taken over all samples
within the same window as was used in the MPF calculation. All samples such that 𝑖 + 𝑗 exist
outside of the window were taken to be zero. The travel time, Δ, can be found by calculating the
time to the first minimum of the ACF, and the conduction velocity is proportional to ∆−1.
𝐴𝐶𝐹∆ = min 𝐴𝐶𝐹𝑗
The indexes i, j, and Δ are all measured in units of the sampling interval, Δt, which is the
reciprocal of the sampling rate. For computational efficiency, the autocorrelation function can be
computed from the Fourier Transform using
𝐴𝐶𝐹𝑗 = FT −1 (𝑃𝑆 2 )
Where FT-1 represents the inverse Fourier Transform, and PS is the power spectrum of
the sEMG signal. Figure 40 shows a typical autocorrelation curve for the sEMG signals before
and after muscle fatigue. The results show that the travel time is shifted to the right; in other
words, the results imply that the electric signal traveling from one electrode to the other becomes
slower, or takes more time to travel down the muscle fibers due to the fatigue. The results from
computing this shift are given below in Table 6.
Table 6The changes

tend not to be very large, but a pattern is visible where the application

of SM3 causes less increase or no change in the ACF minimum index when compared to the nostimulation control; however, this is only on average. Because the standard deviation is large, the
difference between the control and SM3 groups is not statistically significant.
This metric of fatigue has only been considered by Spinelli et al. (2001), and has been
disputed Dimitrov as not a reliable metric of fatigue. This metric was investigated only as a
matter of completeness.
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Figure 40: An example of normalized ACF computed from 5 sec of sEMG data which shifts to the right with
fatigue. The minimum of the ACF shifts from 31 Δt to 38 Δt; shift = 7 Δt.

Table 6: The autocorrelation minimum shift measured in units of the sampling interval. Positive values indicate a
slowing down of the conduction velocity. This is a controversial metric, and is demonstrated here to not be very
significant.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ave
stdev
p

Δ Shift (Δt)
Control
SM3
4
1
1
3
5
2
3
-2
5
5
0
-2
7
7
6
-1
-1
2
10
8
4.0
2.3
3.4
3.5
ns
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6.4: Fifth order Dimitrov fatigue index
It has been proposed by Dimitrov et al. [2006] that the ratio of the negative first and the
fifth moments of the power spectrum are better metrics of fatigue than the median power
frequency because these moments are more sensitive to variations in low- and high-frequency
ranges respectively. This metric (shown in
Table 7), referred to as the Dimitrov fatigue index (FInsm5), is given as
FInsm5 =

∫ 𝑃𝑆 𝑓 −1 𝑑𝑓
∫ 𝑃𝑆 𝑓 5 𝑑𝑓

The MPF shift is relatively small, changing by ~20%. The Dimitrov fatigue index was
designed to produce significantly larger changes with the development of fatigue and thus has
the potential to be a stronger prediction of fatigue than the MPF. The FInsm5 metric and its ratio
were computed using the same five-second window as was used in the MPF and the Δ
calculations. These results are given in Table 7; the application of SM3 during the exercise
significantly reduced the fatigue index by the end of the exercise by one third to one half in most
trials. Using the cumulative Student's t-distribution, the p-value is 0.005. During a static
contraction, this fatigue index monotonically increases, and at a fairly fast rate. For example, the
RMS only increased by 80% whereas for the same sEMG the FInsm5 increased by a factor of 15
(Figure 41); this make this index a very sensitive and powerful metric of fatigue.
The median power frequency, the ACF minimum index, and the Dimitrov fatigue index
are all based, in part, on the Fourier Transform of the sEMG signal; only the RMS is completely
independent of the FT. The MPF and fatigue index both consistently and significantly show that
application of SM3 can reduce changes to these parameters.
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Table 7: Dimitrov fatigue index ratio recovery with and without SM3. Each entry represents the fatigue index
measured at the end of the exercise and divided by the fatigue index measured at the start of the exercise.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ave
stdev
p

FInsm5 Ratio
Control
SM3
2.33
1.39
3.17
1.45
2.63
1.66
1.38
1.26
4.04
2.15
2.07
0.71
4.61
2.23
1.18
1.32
2.84
1.16
4.75
1.99
2.90
1.53
1.25
0.48
0.005

Figure 41: There is a very large increase in the Dimitrov fatigue index with fatigue while performing a static
contraction. The fatigue index increases 15 times over the 93 second long static contraction of the bicep; which is in
stark contrast to the increase of the RMS or shift of the MPF. Because of this very large increase, this makes for a
very good fatigue index.
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6.5: Recurrence quantification analysis of the electromyograph
Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) is a relatively new method of analyzing time
series data in which the goal is to find patterns of repeating sequences of data. RQA starts by
embedding the time series data into a higher dimensional
𝑣(1) = 〈𝑆(1), 𝑆(𝜏 + 1), … , 𝑆((𝑀 − 1)𝜏 + 1)〉
𝑣(2) = 〈𝑆(2), 𝑆(𝜏 + 2), … , 𝑆((𝑀 − 1)𝜏 + 2)〉
…
𝑣(𝑁) = 〈𝑆(𝑁), 𝑆(𝜏 + 𝑁), … , 𝑆((𝑀 − 1)𝜏 + 𝑁)〉
Where 𝑣(𝑖) are the projected vectors built up from the sEMG time series data data, 𝑆(𝑖). The
embedding dimension, M, is chosen to minimize the percent of false nearest neighbors, and is 12
for all data sets, and in the literature the embedding dimension is 10 – 20. The temporal shift, τ,
was also chosen to minimize the number of false nearest neighbors, and is the first root of the
autocorrelation function, ACF(τ) = 0; it was computed for each individual data set. The number
of vectors, N, is 𝑛 − (𝑀 − 1)𝜏, where n is the number of samples. From these vectors, the
distance between all vectors i and j, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 , is computed from the Euclidean metric
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = √∑(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗 )

2

Where the summation is taken over all elements of the vectors. The recurrence plot (RP)
from these distances is then generated. If the distance between two vectors, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 , is less than some
threshold radius, 𝜖, then that pixel in the RP is marked black otherwise it is left white.
pixel color = {

black if 𝑑𝑖𝑗 < 𝜖
else white

The fraction of black pixels in the RP is called the recurrence rate, RR. The radius was
chosen for each data set to keep the recurrence rate to 5% ± 0.1%. An example of an RP is given
in Figure 37. The 45° diagonal and vertical lines are then analyzed. The fraction of recurrence
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points that form diagonal lines of at least two pixels long is called the determinism rate (DET).
For all of the sEMG data analyzed with RQA, the DET values were always very near 98% and
then increased to 99% at the end of fatigue. Meaning 98% of the black pixels formed diagonal
lines. This change is incredibly small, and it did not matter if RR was set to 0.5%, 1%, 5%, or
10%; nor did it matter if 15 sec, 10 sec, 5 sec, 1 sec, or 0.5 sec was used for the RP. Additionally,
fatigue and SM3 did not have any effect on the determinism. A similar result was observed with
the laminarity rate (LAM) which is a measure of the number of pixels that form vertical lines.
The DET and LAM values seem to be resistant to change with RR, fatigue, or stimulation, and so
are not useful metrics to use for the analysis of fatigue or its recovery. The recurrence analysis
was done with the program PyRQA 2.0.1 by Tobias Rawald (2017).
The average diagonal length (Lave), the diagonal entropy (Lentr), the trapping time (TT),
and the vertical entropy (Ventr); however, are metrics of the RP that did show changes with
fatigue and recovery. For each of these three metrics, the value was computed before fatigue, and
then again immediately at the end of the exercise, and both with and without SM3. The data
taken to compute these metrics is from the last 5 sec of the recorded EMG. For each of these four
metrics, the amount of change is measured as a ratio where the value at the end of the exercise is
divided by the same value at the beginning of the exercise. Ratios that are near unity indicate that
there was little change, and values that are significantly larger than one indicates that there was a
large change in that metric.
The first metric to consider is the average diagonal length. Sequences of data in the time
series of the sEMG that repeat at a later time in the sEMG are considered recurrent, and will
appear as a diagonal line in the RP. Long diagonal lines represent long time series that repeat.
Lave represents the average length of these diagonal lines that are at least two pixels long. With
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the development of fatigue, the average diagonal line increases unless SM3 was applied. The
first two columns of Table 8 summarize the data. Using the cumulative Student's t-distribution,
the Lave is statistically significantly different between the control and SM3 trials (p = 0.019).

A

B
Figure 42: An example of a recurrence plot (RP) from sEMG data. The RP in A is at the beginning of an exercise,
and the RP in B is at the end.
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Another metric of the RP is called the trapping time (TT), and it is similar to Lave, except
that it is the average length of vertical lines that are at least two pixels long. Trapping time is a
measure of the frequency and duration of laminar states [Marwan et al., 2002] where laminar
states are states of the sEMG time series vectors that remain fixed in time. The third and fourth
columns of Table 8 summarizes the TT data. The trapping time increases significantly less with
application of SM3 (p = 0.011).
Another metric of the RP is the Shannon information entropy of the diagonal line lengths,
and is a measure of signal complexity. Signals that are more complex or chaotic will have less
entropy. The entropy is sometimes used as a marker for chaotic transitions.
Lentr = − ∑ 𝑃bin log 2 𝑃bin
bin

Where 𝑃bin is the relative frequency of recurrent points that are a length of bin; where
∑bin 𝑃bin = 1. Any bin that has contributes zero to the sum because lim+ 𝑥 log 2 𝑥 = 0.
𝑥→0

The final metric of the RP that is included in this analysis is the entropy of the laminar
states, Ventr. This metric is defined similarly to the entropy of the diagonal line structures, and is
a measure of signal complexity. The last four columns of Table 8 summarize the entropy data.
The diagonal and vertical entropy increases significantly less with application of SM3 when
compared to the control trial (p = 0.005 and p = 0.006, respectively).
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Table 8: Recovery of the recurrence plot’s metrics: average diagonal, vertical line lengths, diagonal and vertical
entropy with and without SM3. The recurrent and laminar states become longer with fatigue, but significantly less so
with SM3. The recurrent and laminar entropy become larger with fatigue, but significantly less so with SM3.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ave
stdev
p

Lave Ratio
Control SM3
1.32
1.08
1.5
1.36
1.32
1.16
1.05
1.05
1.59
1.25
1.17
0.9
1.53
1.11
0.96
1.03
1.39
1.05
1.72
1.36
1.36
1.14
0.24
0.15
0.019

TT Ratio
Control SM3
1.36
1.1
1.51
1.39
1.35
1.15
1.07
1.05
1.47
1.26
1.2
0.91
1.49
1.14
1.1
1.01
1.36
1.06
1.69
1.37
1.36
1.14
0.19
0.15
0.011

Lentr Ratio
Control SM3
1.21
1.05
1.2
1.11
1.18
1.07
1.05
1.04
1.19
1.09
1.09
0.95
1.22
1.07
0.99
1.02
1.17
1.03
1.27
1.13
1.16
1.06
0.09
0.05
0.005

Ventr Ratio
Control SM3
1.17
1.04
1.17
1.09
1.15
1.05
1.04
1.03
1.16
1.09
1.08
0.96
1.18
1.06
0.99
1.02
1.14
1.03
1.22
1.12
1.13
1.05
0.07
0.04
0.006

6.6: Summary
In total eight metrics of fatigue were computed from the electromyograph of the
exercising forearm: RMS, MPF, FInsm5, index of minimum ACF, and four metrics of the
recurrence plot (Lave, Lentr, TT, and Ventr). Seven of these metrics (RMS, MPF, FInsm5, Lave, Lentr,
TT, and Ventr) consistently and significantly show a significant increase in their values at the end
of the exercise; however, this increase is significantly less when the third generation
synchronization-modulation is applied. After 6 minutes of recovery, these metrics have largely
recovered to their original values unless SM3 was applied during the recovery period in which
case the values seem to overshoot. These results demonstrate that SM3 has the potential to
restore the muscle to its pre-fatigued state.
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Chapter 7: Forearm CMAP recovery due to SM after stimulation induced fatigue
Because the application of synchronization-modulation to the recovery of fatigued
skeletal muscles in bullfrogs was successful, the next step is to apply this technique to exercising
muscles in humans. The forearm muscles are a good target muscle group because of their ease of
accessibility for application of the stimulation electrodes, and because these muscles are not
posture-muscles, they can fatigue reasonably quickly. A compound muscle action potential
(CMAP) is a voltage signal that represents the summation of all the muscle action potentials
underneath a pair of measurement electrodes that have been triggered simultaneously. With
fatigue, the CMAP will reduce or possibly even diminish, and the recovery of this signal can
serve as a marker for muscle recovery from fatigue. Metrics such as the amplitude and area of
the CMAP are useful in characterizing fatigue in exercising muscles, and decreases in sodiumpotassium pump activity have been correlated to decreases in the CMAP area [Fowles JR et al.
2002]. Because modulation after synchronization of the muscle cells' sodium/potassium pumps
increases their activity, it is expected that there will be an improvement in the recovery time of
the CMAP after a muscle has been fatigued.
The CMAP of the forearm muscle complex was elicited by stimulating the ulnar nerve in
the medial groove between the short head of the biceps brachii and the long head of the triceps
brachii muscles. To find the proper location for these electrodes, they were placed in the medial
groove between the bicep and triceps, and then their location and orientation was adjusted until a
strong contraction was found in the forearm and hand muscles. The stimulation was provided by
a battery isolated current source A365D (WPI).
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Prior to electrode placement, the forearm of the participant was cleaned with 70%
isopropyl alcohol in water. Measurement of the CMAP was done by placing the non-inverting
electrode in the proximal belly region of the forearm muscle complex; primary on the flexor
carpi radialis. The inverting electrode of the CMAP measurement was placed on the distal
tendon of the forearm muscle complex, and a ground electrode was place on the back of the arm
or hand. These three electrodes were Ag/AgCl circular button electrodes (MediTrace 100,
Kendall, Mansfield, MA, USA). The CMAP was amplified by a gain of 1000 V/V by an isolated
differential amplifier built in-house (Appendix A, page 92). Then the location of the CMAP
electrodes is found by adjusting their location on the forearm until a large and stable CMAP is
found after providing a stimulation pulse. The synchronization-modulation electrodes were four
7.5 cm long aluminum bars covered with an electrode gel (Spectra 360) placed around the
forearm muscle complex after the CMAP electrodes were placed. Care was taken to ensure that
the electrodes and the electrode gel didn't touch forming a short. The aluminum bars were then
fixed to the forearm by wrapping them with a non-adhesive bandage.
The amount of current used to illicit CMAP measurements was chosen by first finding
the amount of stimulus current that when pulsed with a 300 µs pulse width would generate the
largest CMAP, and then reduce that current by 15% – 40%; this current is normally around 4
mA. The goal is to reduce the stimulation intensity so that the CMAP is at least 20% smaller than
its maximum. Stimulating a muscle at an intensity level that is near or above the maximum will
always generate a CMAP that is maximum; no matter how fatigued the muscle is. A fatigued
muscle is less sensitive to stimulation, and so to use the CMAP as a metric for fatigue and
recovery a weaker CMAP is required. The stimulus intensity tends to primarily change the
CMAP scale while preserving its waveform shape, this is demonstrated in Figure 43. Fatigue was
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induced by applying 300 µs pulses at 20 Hz and at the current that produced the maximum
CMAP. The stimulation to induce fatigue was done long enough to significantly reduce the
CMAP amplitude, and was usually 6 minutes long.

Figure 43: The CMAP from one participant's forearm at various stimulation intensity levels.

This experiment was repeated a total of 26 times, and each experiment consisted of a
sequence of two or three trials. The first trial was always a no-stimulation control trial where
after stimulation induced fatigue the CMAP was recorded every three minutes, and during these
rest periods no stimulation was applied. In the (optional) second trial, which happened a few
minutes after the first, the random frequency stimulation (Rand3) was applied during the three
minute rest periods. In the last trial, which was again a few minutes after the one before it, the
third generation synchronization-modulation was applied during the three minute rest periods.
During the CMAP measurement, the synchronization-modulation signal generator was turned off
to avoid interference with the measurement, and ten measurements were made at a rate of one
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per second. For the trials with stimulation, application of the stimulation was also done during
the fatigue periods.

A

B

C

D

Figure 44: One example of the recovery of the CMAP. The first three plots show the CMAP recovery either without
any stimulation, with random frequency, or with the third generation synchronization-modulation. The last figure is
a summary of the CMAP amplitude recovery (mean ± SE; n = 10); the dark gray bars are recovery without any
stimulation, the green bars are recovery with random frequency, and the blue bars are recovery with
synchronization-modulation.

The data from three of the ten trials are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45. In both cases,
the no-stimulation control and random frequency stimulation trials needed approximately 20
minutes for the CMAP to mostly recover. However, in the last trials, third generation
synchronization-modulation was able to nearly fully recover the CMAP after only 6 minutes.
Figure 45 shows one unique case where two third-generation synchronization-modulation trials
were conducted back to back, and in both cases, SM3 was able to recover the CMAP after only 6
minutes.
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The results from the CMAP amplitude recovery is given in Table 9 and then again
graphically in Figure 46. The control groups (no-stimulation rest and random frequency) had
minimal recovery where on average the CMAP amplitude recovered only 36%. However, in all
of the experiments where the third generation synchronization-modulation was applied during
the recovery period, the CMAP was able to nearly fully recover (69% minimum) after only 6
minutes. The CMAP peak and area have been correlated to the activity of the sodium/potassium
pump, so by increasing the turnover rate of the pumps, it makes sense that the CMAP would
recover.

A

B

C

D

Figure 45: Two sequential cases of CMAP recovery as a result of third generation synchronization-modulation. In
the first plot, the CMAP needed more than 12 minutes to recover. The second and third plot show that the CMAP
needed only 6 minutes to fully recover. The fourth bar chart is a summary of the CMAP amplitude recovery (mean ±
SE; n = 10); the dark gray bars are recovery without any stimulation, the blue bars are recovery with
synchronization-modulation, and the purple bars are a repeat of recovery with synchronization-modulation. This
data is in trial 7 of Table 9 accompanies trial 6 of Table 10.
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Table 9: Percent recovery of the CMAP amplitude after 6 minutes of rest without stimulation or with Rand3 or
SM3.

CMAP Amplitude Recovery After 6 min
Rest
Rand3
SM3
1
21%
26%
79%
2
24%
49%
183%
3
19%
11%
69%
4
21%
36%
94%
5
35%
37%
93%
6
71%
148%
7
22%
144%, 128%
8
62%
94%
9
43%
89%
10
39%
90%
ave
36%
32%
110%
stdev
18%
14%
35%

The recovery of the CMAP from SM3 is due to two factors: re-hyperpolarization of the
membrane potential, and recycling of ADP to ATP. The repeated generation of action potentials
depolarize the cell's membrane potential, and recovery of this membrane potential is the
responsibility of the sodium/potassium pump. Thus, by increasing the turnover rate of the
sodium/potassium pumps through synchronization-modulation the membrane potential of the
myofibrils is hyperpolarized. During an exercise the vast majority of ATP consumption is
through the actin-myosin contraction, and very little (less than 10%) of the ATP consumption is
by the sodium/potassium pump. However, during periods of rest, the sodium/potassium pump is
a more significant consumer of ATP. Thus, the third-generation of synchronization-modulation
is able to help the muscle recover from fatigue by regenerating ATP.
In addition to recording the CMAP, in seven experiments, the participant was asked to
squeeze an exercise handle (Figure 35 on page 49) to gauge their strength. A fatigued muscle
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will not be able to squeeze the handle as far as it would when it is not fatigued. After the ten
CMAP recordings were made, the participants squeezed the handle as far as they could using
only their last two fingers; then the distance between the handles was measured. That distance
measurement was then subtracted from the distance of the uncompressed handles (44 mm) as a
metric for force generating capacity. This difference in distance is referred to as the maximum
voluntary force (MVF), and overall the recovery of the CMAP and the MVF correlate very
strongly. The data from each trial are summarized in Table 10 and then graphically in Figure 48
(page 74).

Figure 46: A graphical representation of the recovery of the CMAP after 6 minutes. Each mark represents the result
from one trial. The black dots (Control) represent trials with recovery without any stimulation (Range: 21-71%, ave
= 36%, stdev = 18%, n = 10). The green dots (Rand3) represent trials with recovery with the third generation
waveform with random frequency (Range: 11-49%, ave = 32%, stdev = 14%, n = 5). The blue dots (SM3) represent
trials with the percent recovery with the third generation synchronization-modulation (Range: 69-183%, ave =
110%, stdev = 35%, n = 11). The height of the corresponding rectangles represents the average of each group.
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Figure 47: An example of the recovery of the maximum force with SM3. This participant could squeeze the handle
32 mm pre-fatigue, and then slowly recover over 21 minutes. However, with SM3 the recovery was nearly complete
after 6 minutes

Table 10: Maximum voluntary force recovery after six minutes. The first four columns are how far the participant
can squeeze the handle before fatigue and then again 6 minutes after fatigue with no-stimulation, Rand3, or SM3.
On average the MVF recovered 98% with SM3 but only 66% without any stimulation.

1
2
3
4
5
6
ave
stdev

Pre-Fatigue
MVF (mm)
34
14
34
32
34
30

6 minutes Post-Fatigue
Post-Fatigue MVF (mm)
MVF Percent Recovery
Control Rand3
20
19
7
7
21
21
22
28
22

SM3
30
16
31
32
35
29, 27
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Control
59%
50%
62%
69%
82%
73%
66%
11%

Rand3
56%
50%
62%

56%
6%

SM3
88%
114%
91%
100%
103%
97%, 90%
98%
9%

Figure 48: A graphical representation of the recovery of the MVF after 6 minutes. Blue dots represent trials with the
recovery of the MVF with the third generation synchronization-modulation ave ± stdev = 98% ± 9% (n = 7). Green
dots represent trials with the recovery of the MVF with random frequency ave ± stdev = 56% ± 6% (n = 3). Black
dots represent trials with the recovery of the MVF without any stimulation ave ± stdev = 66% ± 11% (n = 6). The
height of each bar represents the average of that group.

In summary, the forearm muscles were fatigued by stimulation of the innervating nerve.
The compound muscle action potential (CMAP) and maximum voluntary force (MVF) were
measured before, after, and then during recovery periods. After only six minutes of application
of the third-generation of synchronization-modulation during the recovery rest periods, the
CMAP and MVF can fully recover, whereas absence of any electric field or application of a
random frequency electric field produce very little recovery. These results are consistent with
what was observed with the bullfrog which could recover its membrane potential and force
generating capacity after approximately 6 minutes. SM3 works by first training the muscles
sodium/potassium pumps to be synchronized to the frequency of an external electric field, and
then gradually modulated up to a high frequency to rapidly rebuild the membrane potential. The
activation pulse of the SM3 waveform has the added benefit that it can recycle ADP into ATP.
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Chapter 8: Delayed onset of fatigue due to SM3 in forearm static contractions
Volunteers were recruited to squeeze an exercise handle (Figure 35) for as long as
possible, and the time to fatigue was recorded. They were asked to squeeze the handle such that
the two handle bars barely touched, and fatigue is defined as the inability to squeeze the handle
all the way. During the exercise either no stimulation was done or one of three stimulations were
applied: third generation synchronization-modulation (SM3), second generation synchronizationmodulation (SM2), or the third generation waveform with random frequency (Rand3). Each
participant would typically perform one trial for each arm in the morning and then come back in
the afternoon to perform another trial for each arm. It is important to include this rest period so
that the starting state of the muscle is nearly identical for each trial. The participants were blind
to which treatment they were receiving, and they were not told their results until after they had
completed everything. In total there were 15 participants who provided data from 30 arms.
After the experiment was explained and demonstrated, the participants were asked to sign
an informed consent form. All participants were adults who attend the University of South
Florida, and were healthy enough to perform activities that would be found in a workout center.
Any participant who had muscle soreness or fatigue before the experiment was excluded from
participating.
The stimulation was provided by the synchronization-modulation signal generator, and
then that signal was sent to the intermittent switch. The intermittent switch had the task of
sending the signal to one of two pairs of electrodes. The electrodes were approximately 7.5 cm
long aluminum bars that were placed around the upper forearm. Prior to placing the electrodes on
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the arm, the participant was asked to clean his/her arm with 70% isopropyl alcohol in water, and
then the electrodes were covered in a thin layer of electrode gel (Spectra 360). When the
electrodes were placed around the forearm, care was taken to ensure that the electrodes and the
electrode gel did not touch each other. To firmly hold the electrodes to the participant, the
electrodes were held in place by wrapping the forearm with a non-adhesive bandage. For each
trial, there was a rest period before the exercise in which the stimulation was applied for at least
six minutes. Most participants cannot feel the stimulation as it is applied, although some
participants report being able to very subtly feel something. This feeling was never described as
painful or uncomfortable, and it is not possible to distinguish between the different types of
stimulation.
For trials that involve the third generation, the activation pulse was 5 V and 1 ms wide.
The energy trap was 3.6 V and 1 ms wide, and the plateau was 2 V. Synchronization was done at
40 Hz and was modulated at 2% up to 150 Hz. When the waveform had a random frequency, the
frequency was randomly chosen between 30 and 200 Hz each cycle. The intermittent switch will
change the electrode orientation every three cycles.
Four different groups of trials were performed: i. a trial with third generation
synchronization-modulation (SM3) compared to no-stimulation control, ii. SM3 compared to
third generation random frequency (Rand3), iii. second generation synchronization-modulation
(SM2) compared to no-stimulation control, and iv. Rand3 compared to no-stimulation control.
The time to fatigue was measured for each experiment and then the ratio was computed
ratio =

time to fatigue, experimental trial
time to fatigue, control trial

For example, one particular participant when using his right hand was able to squeeze the handle
for 1 min and 52 sec, but when he came back to complete the next trial with SM3 he was able to
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squeeze the handle for 3 min and 18 sec; the computed ratio is 1.77, and represents an increase in
the time to fatigue of 72%. This same participant when using his left hand was able to squeeze
the handle for 1 min and 46 sec, and when he came back to complete the next trial with Rand3,
he was able to squeeze the handle for only 1 min and 50 sec (ratio = 1.04).

Figure 49: Data of the static forearm contraction time to fatigue ratio. Each mark represents the ratio of the time to
fatigue from two trials on one arm. The list of values is provided in Table 11. Each dot represents the time to fatigue
from one trial divided by the time to fatigue in a control (stimulated or non-stimulated)

When compared to the no-stimulation control trial, application of the third generation
synchronization-modulation extended the time to fatigue by an average of 56% (n = 14), and
furthermore, a significant increase in the time to fatigue was observed from all participants. The
range of improvements in the time to fatigue was 29% to 149%. When compared to the random
frequency control trial, application of the third generation synchronization-modulation extended
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the time to fatigue by an average of 77% (n = 6). A single trial comparing SM3 to SM2 was done
(not shown in Figure 49), and the time to fatigue ratio was 1.22. Combining these 21 trials into
one group indicates that the third generation of synchronization-modulation extended the time to
fatigue in the forearm by 62% (stdev = 0.45, n = 21) on average. Additionally, when combining
the stimulated control trials (Rand3/C and SM2/C) the application of a non-SM3 stimulation had
nearly no effect on the time to fatigue (ave = -6%, stdev = 0.098, n = 10). The p-value is
0.00005, and was computed using the cumulative Student's t-distribution between the
stimulation-control group and the SM3 experimental group.

Table 11: Table of values for the time to fatigue in the static forearm contraction. First column is the time to fatigue
while Rand3 is applied compared to a no-stimulation control trial. Second column is the TTF while SM2 is applied
compared to a non-stimulation control trial. Third column is the TTF while SM3 is applied comparted to the TTF
while Rand3 is applied. Last column is the TTF while SM3 is applied comparted to a no-stimulation control trial.

Static Forearm Contraction Time to Fatigue Ratio

ave
stdev

Rand3:C
0.81
1.04
0.86
0.85
0.85

SM2:C
1.05
1.04
0.87
1.03
0.97

SM3:Rand3
2.86
1.21
1.43
2.36
1.54

0.88
0.09

0.99
0.07

1.88
0.70
78

SM3:C
1.29
1.46
1.73
1.79
1.77
1.31
1.49
1.51
1.46
1.42
1.28
1.26
2.49
1.55
1.56
0.32

Chapter 9: Delayed onset of fatigue due to SM3 in bicep static contractions
Similar to the forearm, the bicep brachii complex is a superficial muscle that is easily
accessible to the application of stimulation electrodes; additionally, it can become fatigued
within a reasonable amount of time by performing a static isolation contraction (Figure 35 A).
A group of experiments similar to measuring the time to fatigue in the exercising forearm
was done in an exercising bicep undergoing a static, isolated contraction. Volunteers were
recruited to hold a dumbbell in a supinated wrist orientation at a 90° angle at the elbow while
standing straight. The dumbbell was 15 pounds unless that was too heavy in which case they
would hold an 8-pound dumbbell. In total, there were 17 volunteers who provided data from
each arm totaling 34 pairs of trials. Typically, each participant would perform one trial on each
arm in the morning, and then the second trial for each arm in the afternoon. The participant was
not told which experiments were being performed, nor were they told their time to fatigue until
after they had completed everything.
After the experiment was explained and demonstrated, the participants were asked to sign
an informed consent form. All participants were adults who attend the University of South
Florida and were healthy enough to perform activities that would be found in a workout center.
Any participants who had muscle soreness or fatigue before the experiment were excluded from
participating.
Four aluminum bars covered with an electrode gel (Spectra 360) were used as electrodes,
and were placed around the bicep muscle and then held in place with a non-adhesive bandage.
When applicable, the activation pulse was 5 V and 1 ms wide. The energy trap was 3.6 V and 1
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ms wide, and the plateau was 2 V. Synchronization was done at 40 Hz, and modulated up to 150
Hz with a modulation step size of 2%. When the random frequency was done, the frequency is
randomly chosen between 30 and 200 Hz. The intermittent switch will switch the active pair of
electrodes every three cycles. Prior to beginning the exercise, the stimulation was applied for 10
minutes.

Figure 50: Data of the static bicep contraction time to fatigue ratio. Each dot represents the ratio from one pair of
trials. Left is the TTF ratio between a Rand3 trial and a non-stimulated control trial. Middle is the TTF ratio between
a SM2 and a non-stimulated control trial. Last is the TTF ratio between SM3 and a non-stimulated control trial. The
values that make up this chart are provided in Table 12.

Three different groups of trials were performed where a trial with either third generation
random frequency, second-generation synchronization-modulation or third generation
synchronization-modulation were compared to a trial without any stimulation; these are referred
to as Rand3:C, SM2:C, and SM3:C respectively. In the Rand3:C trial the average time to fatigue
ratio is 1.00 (stdev = 0.04, n = 5); this means there is no difference between the time to fatigue
when the random frequency is applied, or no electric field is applied, and this is to be expected
because the random frequency cannot activate the sodium/potassium pump. In the SM2:C trial
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the average time to fatigue ratio is 0.88 (stdev = 0.04, n = 3). The second generation of
synchronization-modulation is not expected to be able to help recover from fatigue by very much
because it cannot be used to help the pump recycle ADP into ATP. There was one Rand3:SM2
trial (not shown in Figure 50) where the time to fatigue ratio was 1.01. These nine trials represent
a stimulation-control group (ave = 0.96, stdev = 0.07, n = 9) which indicate that a very specific
waveform is needed to activate the sodium/potassium pumps.
In the SM3:C trial the average time to fatigue ratio is 1.49 (stdev = 0.30, n = 24),
meaning that application of SM3 increased the static bicep contraction time to fatigue by 49% on
average (range = 11% to 139%) when compared to no applied electric field. Additionally, there
was a single SM3:SM2 trial (not shown in Figure 46) where the time to fatigue ratio was 1.49.
These 25 trials represent the SM3 experimental group (ave = 1.49, stdev = 0.30, n = 25). The pvalue is 0.00002, and was computed using the cumulative Student's t-distribution between the
stimulation-control group and the SM3 experimental group.
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Table 12: Table of values for the time to fatigue in the static bicep contraction. First column is the time to fatigue
while Rand3 is applied compared to a no-stimulation control trial. Second column is the TTF while SM2 is applied
compared to a non-stimulation control trial. Last column is the TTF while SM3 is applied comparted to a nostimulation control trial.

ave
stdev

Static Bicep Contraction
Time to Fatigue Ratio
Rand3:C
SM2:C
SM3:C
0.96
0.84
1.12
1.06
0.93
1.11
0.98
0.87
1.86
0.97
1.69
1.03
1.3
1.31
1.12
1.29
1.31
1.37
1.63
1.47
2.07
1.78
2.39
1.46
1.66
1.4
1.51
1.41
1.28
1.34
1.42
1.5
1.00
0.88
1.49
0.04
0.05
0.30
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Chapter 10: Number of bicep curls increases with SM3
Because the third-generation of synchronization-modulation can recover the membrane
potential and recover ATP in the process, by applying it to a muscle performing work, the
amount of work that could be done until fatigue should increase. In Chapters 8 and 9 the work
done was a static contraction by the forearm and bicep, respectively. In the next set of
experiments volunteers performed bicep curls, a dynamic movement, with and without
synchronization-modulation.
A set of experiments was conducted where four volunteers were recruited to perform
standing bicep curls with and without third-generation synchronization-modulation applied to the
exercising bicep. The participants held the dumbbell with a supinated wrist orientation and
performed the bicep curls from about 30° to 90° relative to their upright posture (Figure 51).
Curls were performed at a rate of 1 second for each eccentric and concentric phase of the
movement. The number of repetitions was counted until the participant was no longer able to
curl the weight all the way up.

Figure 51: Side view of a participant performing bicep curls. The participant curls from 30° to 90° at a rate of 1 curl
per two seconds, and with and without SM3.
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The stimulation electrodes were the same aluminum bars used in the bicep and forearm
static contractions and were covered with electrode gel prior to fixing them in place around the
bicep with a non-adhesive bandage. The activation pulse was 5 V and 1 ms wide; the energy trap
was 3.6 V and 1 ms wide, and the plateau was 2 V. Synchronization was done at 40 Hz and
modulated up to 150 Hz at a modulation rate of 2%. Prior to performing the exercise, the
stimulation was applied for 10 minutes.
The data is displayed in Figure 52. For the seven trials where the third generation
synchronization-modulation was applied the number of bicep curls that the participant was able
to perform increased from 22% to 55% and on average by 30% (stdev = 13%; n = 7). A single
trial (not shown in Figure 47) compared the application of random frequency (27 repetitions) to
no-stimulation (27 repetitions) using a 15 lb dumbbell, and the ratio was 1. The effect of SM3 on
the dynamic exercise in the bicep similar, although not as large, as was found in the static bicep
and forearm contraction. Because SM3 can activate the sodium/potassium pump to hyperpolarize
the membrane potential and recycle ADP into ATP, the muscle is able to do more work.

Table 13: Number of bicep curls performed with or without SM3. This table enumerates the number of bicep curls
could be done with and without application of SM3 for various weights.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Curls
Control
SM3
63
84
80
124
25
29
30
40
35
45
116
144
36
44

ave
stdev
84

Ratio
SM3:C

Weight
(lb.)

1.33
1.55
1.16
1.33
1.29
1.24
1.22
1.30
0.13

3
3
15
15
15
8
15

Figure 52: Bicep curl repetition count to fatigue ratio. Each mark represents the ratio of the number of bicep curls
that was performed with the third generation of synchronization-modulation (blue dots) applied compared to the
number of bicep curls that was performed without any stimulation.
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Chapter 11: Summary
In this project, the application of synchronization-modulation has been applied to the
muscles of bullfrogs and humans in an effort to help the muscle recover from fatigue. The
project started with isolated myofibrils from bullfrogs under the control of a voltage clamp to
measure sodium/potassium pump current using synchronization. This project then moved to the
whole muscle complex of bullfrogs to see the utility of synchronization-modulation on the rehyperpolarization of the membrane potential and force-generating-capacity of the whole muscle.
With success found with bullfrogs, this study then turned to apply the synchronizationmodulation technique to the recovery of muscle fatigue in humans where various electrical and
force measurements were made.

11.1: Summary of results found in bullfrog myofibrils
•

Sodium and potassium pump current can be separated and measured in isolated
myofibrils using the voltage clamp to synchronize the cell's sodium/potassium pumps and
then use template subtraction to remove non-pump current.

•

The sodium/potassium pumps can be forced to pump at the same point in time generating
a semi-single pump current using the second generation of synchronization-modulation.

•

The sodium/potassium pump looks like it behaves as a micromachine and not a sequence
of stochastic reactions.
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11.2: Summary of results found in bullfrogs
•

The third generation of synchronization-modulation can be applied externally across a
whole muscle complex to recover the membrane potential from a significant degree of
fatigue (e.g. fatigued by 50 mV depolarization).

•

Application of single frequency, random frequency, or jumbled frequency stimulations
cannot provide hyperpolarization. Thus, demonstrating that both the synchronizationmodulation sequence and its waveform are important.

•

The third generation of synchronization-modulation can be applied externally across a
whole muscle complex to recover the force generating capacity of a fatigued muscle in
approximately 6 minutes.

11.3: Summary of results found in humans
•

The surface electromyograph of the forearm performing an exhaustive isolated
contraction show signs of recovery with application of synchronization-modulation.
Specifically, the median power frequency, the Dimitrov fatigue index, and the recurrence
plots show resistance to fatigue, and decrease the time to recovery with application
synchronization-modulation.

•

Muscle excitability of a fatigued muscle was recovered with application of the third
generation of synchronization-modulation. This was demonstrated with the recovery of
the CMAP amplitude and area after electrically induced fatigue in the forearm.

•

The maximum voluntary force quickly recovered from electrically induced fatigue in the
forearm with application of synchronization-modulation.
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•

The time to fatigue for the forearm and the biceps to perform an isolated contraction is
significantly delayed (56% and 49%, respectively) by application of synchronizationmodulation.

•

The number of biceps curls it takes to reach failure increases by about 30% with the
application of synchronization-modulation.

11.4: Conclusion
Application of the third generation of synchronization-modulation to fatigued and
exercising muscles in bullfrogs and human participants is very successful at recovering that
muscle from fatigue, or delaying the onset of fatigue. Both electrical and fitness standards of
fatigue were considered, and it generally takes approximately six minutes to recover from fatigue
with the third-generation synchronization-modulation.
It has been shown that by applying a specially designed oscillating external electric field
to a cell membrane that the membrane's sodium/potassium pumps can be synchronized to all
work at the same rate. Then by slowly increasing the electric field's frequency the pumps'
turnover rate can also be increased. By increasing the pumps' turnover rate, the sodium and
potassium concentration gradients can be increased. Skeletal muscle cells that have become
fatigued have depolarized membrane potentials. By applying synchronization-modulation for a
long enough time to fatigued muscle cells the membrane potential can be fully recovered.
Additionally, fatigued muscles have a reduced ability to produce a contractile force. By applying
synchronization-modulation to fatigued muscles in frogs the time it takes to recover the force
generating capacity is reduced. Applying synchronization-modulation to the forearm in humans
will significantly reduce the recovery time of the compound action potential and the maximum
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voluntary contraction. Furthermore, synchronization-modulation applied to exercising muscles in
human participants was able to delay the onset of fatigue in the forearm and bicep after
performing static isolation contractions, and it was able to delay the onset of fatigue in biceps
perform bicep curls.
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Appendix A: Design of an isolated differential amplifier
To measure an electric signal from within a human body, such as the electrical activity
from a muscle, a specially designed amplifier is required. The instrument should isolate the user
from the output, it should measure the voltage difference between two electrodes, it should have
a significant amount of gain, and the instrument must reduce low frequency and high frequency
noise. This is the task of the isolated differential amplifier, and this instrument will be used to
record compound muscle action potentials (CMAP) and electromyographs (EMG) in the Chapter
6 and Chapter 7.

Figure A1: Front end amplifier of the isolated differential amplifier. The input is a programmable differential
amplifier which is then isolated with an analog isolation buffer.
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EMG and CMAP waveforms are very weak signals that can be used to monitor muscle
fatigue, and they are often smaller than a millivolt, and as such need significant amplification
before digitizing. The participant's muscle is connected to a differential to a single-ended
programmable gain amplifier (U6; PGA 204 BP, Burr-Brown) within the instrument. The output
of this amplifier is the difference of the input voltages, which would come from two electrodes
connected to the participant, and scaled by the gain factor 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐺(𝑉in+ − 𝑉in- ). The gain, G, of
the PGA204 amplifier is programmable, meaning that two digital input pins will produce a
digital code, which is then interpreted by the amplifier to operate with a gain of either 1, 10, 100,
or 1000. The gain is controlled by a single pole four throw switch (SW1) on the top of the
instrument.
The output of the differential amplifier is fed to the input of a unity gain isolation
amplifier (U7; ISO 122P, Burr-Brown) which serves two purposes. The first has to do with
safety. It is not safe to connect a person to an instrument that is powered by mains power. In the
event of a failure, mains power is a very significant source of power, and could potentially injure
the participant. The electronic components directly connected to the participant should be
powered by a low power energy source such as a set of batteries or a low power isolated DC/DC
converter (NMK1515, Murata) to protect the participant from high. The output stage is
electrically isolated from the input stage, and so can is powered by a wall wart connected to
mains. The second benefit of the isolation barrier is to prevent ground loops. The input ground,
which is connected to the participant's wrist or the back of their arm, may not be at equipotential
to the output ground, and so current could flow between them. This loop of current would appear
as an offset voltage that changes over time.
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The cables that are connected to the participant's muscle are shielded to reduce noise that
can reach the input amplifier. The shield can either be connected to ground or can be driven by
U5 to the average of the input signal. This technique of driving the shield can sometimes help to
reduce common mode noise that appears on both cables.

Figure A2: High pass filter of the isolated differential amplifier. The HPF removes the DC offset and very low
frequencies.

Figure A3: Low pass filter of the isolated differential amplifier. The LPF removes high frequency noise.

Skin potential and motion artifacts are very low-frequency signals that add to the signal
of interest and must be filtered out. A 4.7 Hz 4-pole high pass Bessel filter was implemented to
remove these low-frequency components. Subsequent to the high pass filter a low pass filter was
added with additional gain, 10 V/V. This brings the total gain of the instrument to the four
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selectable values: 10, 100, 1000, 10000 V/V. It is important to place the low pass filter after the
high pass filter to avoid amplifying the potentially large low-frequency offset. A 4-pole low pass
Bessel filter was implemented with a -1 dB attenuation at 25 kHz and a -20 dB attenuation at 105
kHz. This low pass filter will filter out the noise from the isolation amplifier and leave plenty of
bandwidth to record very fast CMAPs. Both filters were designed with Analog Devices' Filter
Wizard program.
The filtered output is then sent over a BNC cable to a PCI-6036E DAQ which is
connected to a computer with a LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX) program to record
the data at sampling rates up to 125 kS/s.

Figure A4: Power sub circuit of the isolated differential amplifier.

The instrument will need power, and both sides of the isolation barrier need power. The
power on the input side must be isolated from the power on the output side. Two NMK1515SC
DC/DC power converter ICs can be used for this purpose. These power converter ICs have three
outputs which are isolated from the input: +15 V, -15 V, and 0 V. To preserve the isolation the
input ground, and output 0 V must be kept disconnected, and that is what is done with U2 for the
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input side power. The 0 V rail on U1 can be connected to ground because the output stage of the
device cannot be isolated; this is because the output ground will be connected to the ground of
the digitizer.
Both DC/DC power converters have a P-Channel MOSFET (Q1 and Q2) with a very low
Rds(on) value to provide reverse voltage protection. Additionally, an LED (D1 and D2) will
indicate if a voltage is applied correctly (green) or reverse (red). Because the output of U2 is
isolated and it has its reverse voltage protection, the input power can come from either a battery
or a wall wart. The output power of each DC/DC converter has some high-frequency switching
noise that is attenuated with an LC filter.
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Appendix B: Letter of IACUC Approval
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Appendix C: Letter of IRB Approval
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